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Processing Industries
Discussion Leader: RAYMOND E. BURLEW '

-

Controller, Overseas Division, Monsanto Chemical Com pany, St. Louis , Mis s ouri

T

HE SESSION OP E N E D

with a question as to what the cost accountant's role

should be in setting standard costs in the processing industries. This was followed by discussion of variances developed and uses made of variance data.
Standard Costs and Variances

Describing the operations of a company in the chemical industry, a mcipber
stated that process supervisors are often chemical engineers or chemists with
doctor of philosophy degrees. The production of fine chemicals is'often completed in a single department, rather than by a series of operations in different departments. Under such conditions, standard labor cost for a coinplete
manufacturing operation is set by having supervisors and cost accountants work
together, with historical data as a guide. The consensus was that the engineering approach, using techniques such as time and motion study, cannot be applied
to operations of the type described.
Another member made the point that significant changes in cost can be expected to occur for different volumes of production. As an illustration, he explained that standard capacity in a department might be 100,000 pounds per
period obtained by operating two machines. If the department actually operates
only one machine and produces 50,000 pounds, costs of labor, supplies, and
other items variable with the volume of production should be lower. Consequently, different standards are set up for ranges in volume where significant
changes in costs occur. When operations are at the 50,000 pound level, performance is measured on the basis of what costs should be to produce 50,000
pounds. However, inventory is still charged at the unit standard cost based on a
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standard capacity of 100,000 pounds. The unabsorbed fixed cost is shown as a
variance.
Analysis and Reporfing of Variances
The discussion then shifted to the analysis and reporting of variances from
standard costs. While variances may be shown in total in the cost of goods sold
section of the income statement, it was stated that this practice sometimes leads
top management to attribute all variances to production management. Various
suggestions were offered to keep management informed and to give it better
understanding of the significance of variances. In the first place, variances
may be analyzed by cost factor such as, for example, price, performance, and
volume. These variances may be, in turn, analyzed by causes and associated
with responsibilities in the organization. Thus, when the production department does not determine the production schedule set up to meet sales and
inventory requirements, it should not be held responsible for any volume variance
if the scheduled volume is produced.
Turning to the reporting of variances, emphasis was placed upon detailed
reports to supplement the income statement. In such supporting statements,
variances can be broken down in as much detail as desired and emphasis put
upon those variances which are controllable in each responsibility. As an
alternative, one member stated that his company's income statement consists
of a reconcilation between actual profit and budgeted profit. With exception
of the two foregoing figures, the statement consists entirely of a list of variances.
Further comments were made on the need to determine underlying causes
of variances such as, for example, materials which fail to meet specifications
or machines not in good operating condition. Opinion was expressed to the
effect that narrative reports explaining causes in such terms may be more
informative than the classification of variance figures in formal reports
Pricing Intra- Company Transfers
Turning to a new subject, a question was raised regarding the pricing of
products transferred within a company. The question was designed to apply to
transfers between divisions, plants, or other large organizational units, rather
than between production centers within a plant. In reply, a member described
his company's practices as follows:
"We have ten industrial departments, and each is considered a separate selling unit.
I think the first criterion is, could a department buy the material from some other outside firm? If it can, that is very important as far as setting the inter - departmental
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transfer price is concerned. A second criterion followed is return on investment. We
have our investment broken down by product, very carefully distinguishing working
capital and permanent investment. In pricing, we consider what price we would need
to yield a certain per cent return on that investment. That is another method of setting
transfer prices. In general, transfers would be at selling price if the item is a "going"
product. Where a product is made exclusively for consumption by another department,
the price would probably be based on return on investment."
It was next stated that, within a plant, transfers from one department or process
center to another are made at cost. In one example cited, the transfers are priced
at inventoried standard costs with variances allocated back to products at the
close of the period. In another case, the transfers are made at standard cost and
variances are charged off when incurred. A company not using standard costs
prices inter - departmental transfers at actual cost.
Turning from products manufactured for sale to the construction of capital
equipment for the company's own use, a member asked whether or not it is
general practice to include overhead in the cost capitalized. The chairman called
for a show of hands on the question. The group was approximately evenly
divided.

Daily Productivity Reports
In response to a question concerning measurement and reporting of productivity to factory management, the following description of practice was contributed by one member present:
"In our company we accumulate every day our standard hours of production on direct
labor. That standard hour is probably the best measurement we have been able
to develop as far as productivity is concerned. Then it is reported back to the operating
department on the second day, that is, Monday's productivity by production lines is
reported on Wednesday morning. That gets it pretty close to the point where the
productivity arises."
Another member of the group stated that his company is in the process of
mechanizing operation analysis work and, at the time, has some 30 per cent of
its total production units on a system under which each day at eight o'clock
process center management receives an analysis of raw material consumption
and production through four a.m. of that morning.

Setting Standard Volume
Inasmuch as volume variances are measured from standard costs based on
standard volume, how to set standard volume was the next question raised.
Three different practices were described in response.
1.

Standard capacity is established on the basis used in requesting an appropriation
for capital expenditure. In other words, if the request for the capital appropriation
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called for 7 -day, 3 -shift operation, standard capacity for costing purposes would
be set on that basis.
2. Planned production for the year, as developed by the planning department, becomes
the standard volume for costing purposes.
3. A company which finds that its overhead is largely variable with sales established
a companywide rate expressed as a certain per cent per pound of product manufactured.

Commenting on the foregoing methods, a member stated that distinctions needed
to be drawn between the use of overhead standards for preparing financial statements, to assist management in controlling costs, and for determining product
costs as a guide to product profitability.

Using Different Depreciation Methods for Product Costing
A member asked for a show of hands in regard to the number of those present whose companies take depreciation into product costs by using declining
balance or sum -of -the- digits methods. A fair number of hands was raised.
Commenting on this point, another member stated that, since tax requirements
allow these methods to be applied to some items of equipment and not to
others, even though the equipment is essentially identical, product costs will differ according to which machine happens to be used. The reasonableness of such
results was questioned. Several members of the group expressed the same doubt
and suggested alternating approaches as follows:
1. To depreciate all equipment on the basis of anticipated remaining useful life regardless of when purchased.
2. To use the declining balance or sum -of- the - digits methods only on machines having
a very short economic life.
3. To use the same depreciation method on all equipment of the same type.

That depreciation calculated by such methods for product costing purposes
would not agree with depreciation allowable for tax purposes was not viewed
as objectionable.
Concluding the discussion of this question, the point was made that similar
inconsistencies in product costs arise when the same types of equipment are
purchased at different times for different prices. In other words, changing price
levels introduce the same problems as changing depreciation methods.
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Job Order Industries
Discussion Leader: LEONARD E. ZASTROW
Assistant Comptroller, Bucyrus -Erie Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

in the job order industries session covered many areas of inT terest to those present.
Among the topics discussed were pricing work in
HE DISCUSSION

process at end of month, reject costs in the job costs, job orders, control of maintenance, special orders in the shop, use of standards and standard costs in a job
order system and the allocation of research and development costs to products.
Discussed both as an individual subject and in connection with other job
costing problems was the use of electronic computers in the industry. This,
of course, led some to consider and comment on the accumulation of the detail
costs in job costing and the cost of a job order system.

Jobs in Process
The session opened with the question on pricing of work in process at the
end of the month. Brief comment by one member suggested that orders be
charged at a standard material rate, with no consideration of the variance until
the orders are complete. The labor content can be computed in total for all the
jobs in process without taking into consideration individual job costs while they
are in process.
The next question asked for suggestions on how to physically locate and
satisfy the auditors of the physical location of the inventory at year end. One
public auditor mentioned that his practice is to actually go out into the plant
and inspect the job for material and to check the labor tickets back to the payroll
records. This process is on a test basis. Describing the procedure later in the
discussion, it was mentioned that the auditor takes the record of materials
charged to the job and gets employees of the firm to show him where the material is located in the factory.
Moving on to another inventory problem in job order costing, the group
discussed costing of an order at year -end when the job runs several years or at
least over the year -end. One practice cited breaks up the original order into
smaller lots and treats them as "individual orders, closing them out profit -wise
with income." Using much the same procedure of "lot accounting ", another
member added that you can make pretty definite determination through the use
of serial numbers and actually going out on the floor and finding "the state
of production of serial numbers 1 , 2 , 3, and so on down the line until the job
is complete."
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Turning next to the problem of costing partial shipments, it was mentioned
that, if the job has not been completed, you probably could use a previous cost
to price the partial shipment. Where no previous price exists, the detail available on what has been produced is reviewed and you estimate a completed cost.
Overhead allocation was briefly discussed when one participant asked what
effect automation will have on the job costing procedure. A single answer
pointed out that there will be a replacement of labor hours or dollars by machine
hours or dollars as a base for such allocation.
Electronic Computing Equipment
The discussion continued with consideration of where the electronic computer
would fit in on job costing systems. The fact that electronic computers can be
tied into the data processing system and produce more timely reports of job
costs, would give greater meaning to a job cost reporting, it was indicated.
Also, management will be better able to gauge actual costs and anticipated costs
when, as in one company, job summaries are provided the third day after the
week is closed, or sooner, this all being done with the less "powerful" equipment and not the large electronic computers.
Direct vs. Indirect Labor
When is the line drawn to separate direct from indirect labor, was asked by
a member from the printing industry. His actual problem was whether to consider the labor of "washing up" a press when going from a job in black ink to
a job in colored ink, as direct or indirect. One response to the question was
that such labor is considered direct and charged to the previous job. "Does this
direct labor in the job carry burden charge to the job ? ", was asked, in response,
to which the comment was made that the direct labor is not charged directly to
the job. "We'd rather charge the machine part to the job. The machine may
have a crew of one man on it, or maybe a bigger press with three or four men
on it. But it goes into machine time so it definitely carries a burden and overhead." Also cited was the practice of charging "wash -up between colors"
directly to the job at the end of the run. It is indirect labor, however. Another
member reported charging this cost into overhead distributed to all jobs.
Reject Costs
"Should the cost of rejects be included in the job costs directly or should
they be indirect and charged as burden ?" was the next question asked. One
member who had found that the foremen did not always report accurately their
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rejected materials, said that his company charges the total labor and total
material used on a job to the job and then "divides it by the units put through,"
so that rejected unit costs are charged directly to the job. If there is excess spoilage, it would be kept separate but the job itself is usually estimated on the basis
of a five or five to ten per cent normal spoilage factor. Another observation
cited the control aspect of spoilage and how, when charged to direct job costs,
true knowledge of spoilage costs may never be known. In the company represented by this member, the spoilage is "charged back to the department responsible as indirect cost. In cases in which cause of spoilage is not discovered until after work has been done on the part, the charge goes into general factory
overhead and is allocated."
The point was also made that it is the cost of the spoilage which is charged
to overhead in this case and any cost of producing more units to complete the
number required for the job would be added to the original job costs. It was
further mentioned that in some industries, such as printing, there is a normal
expected spoilage and it is very hard to keep track of. This is charged direct to
the job by again dividing the total cost of the job, including spoilage, by the
resulting quantity. Additional costs to complete the order are not considered as
there is not a guarantee of one hundred per cent delivery. The last comment
on this subject cited a practice of setting up a separate charge and making this
a direct charge to cost of sales.
Job Orders for Maintenance
An important use of job orders for maintenance may not be for accounting
information but rather for the administrative control which it gives over maintenance costs. It would also be possible to get some of the same control by keeping cost by the machine dollar and, at the same time, obtaining repair experience on the machine. Such a record of maintenance experience kept in one
company is maintained on a card in the accounting department and is referred
to only periodically by the engineering department or works manager. Overhead on maintenance job orders is based on the direct cost of running the
servicing department. After a comment from one member who said that his
company has 10,000 machines and does not want to keep 10,000 cards, another
member stated that his company has 3,000 pieces of equipment and finds that
it pays to run the detailed cost record on each.
Returning again to the control aspect of maintenance costs, one member cited
the fact that, in assigning a maintenance man to a project, someone ordinarily
has to speak to him and tell him what to do and where to do it. A change in
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procedure was outlined involving use of a sales -book type setup providing
a carbon copy ticket issued to the maintenance man with comparative ease.
These job assignment tickets give to the maintenance men the department,
machine number and whatever pertinent information is involved for the job.
The assignment is made by an experienced maintenance man and also included
is "the estimated time needed to perform the maintenance assignment." It may
be that the estimate is incorrect but, nevertheless, it was stated that its presence
has an effect on the maintenance man and tends to keep actual time down. It
also supplies the detail necessary for keeping maintenance costs by machine and
department.
A question asked of the individual describing the above practice was at what
minimum point in estimated hours, are individual job tickets discontinued and
the maintenance work charged to a "melting pot" to be allocated? The answer
stated that the practice is to issue a job slip for every job, no matter how small,
as the slip serves the purpose of control.
Escalator Clauses in Job Prices
The problem of quoting a firm price on an order which will run several
years is solved by some through the use of an escalator clause. However, several
members of the group stated that to them the escalator clause has "dropped out
and become obsolete" in the last three or four years. Since, in some companies,
such considerations as increased competition and foreign sales operations require firm price quotation, increased importance is placed on advanced ordering
of materials and forecasting the economic trend in light of past experience.
Special Orders
Where a company has job orders in process, there often occur special orders
in the factory which include specification and operations not found in normal
orders. In handling this problem, one company has in mind to set up a special
department with general purpose equipment in it and "general purpose mechanics" who will process these special orders, as well as regular production work.
jobs going through such a department will be charged out in the same way as
a regular job order, with direct labor, material and burden of the department.
Another company has set up something of the same nature in a "small order department." Here it has "extremely experienced people' who are able to
do many operations and achieve good costs on the small, special orders which
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can be used for future bidding. A concluding comment on this subject mentioned that many of the problems of scheduling and costing special orders can
be eliminated through the use of a good methods and time study department.
Machine Accounting
The use of both punched -card and posting machine accounting in job costing
was next considered. A representative of one concern with about three thousand
active orders reported use of a twelve -inch ticket which takes about seven
operations for accumulating labor costs. Comment was made by one member
that, in a small operation which has punched -card equipment, it is sometimes
more economical to do some extension work manually.
Tooling and Designing Costs
Because of a competitive situation, it is not always possible to charge tooling
costs against the initial order. One company, therefore, takes such charges and
applies them as a "direct independent charge to the profit and loss in the sales
class," with any recovery of the cost as a deduction from the charge. Another
member mentioned that his company capitalizes such costs if it expects to get
additional orders of the same item.
Standard Costs
From discussion and a show of hands, it was indicated that quite a few of
the members of the discussion group represented companies using standards in
a job order system. It was pointed out, however, that, in some cases, the standards used are "estimate standards" and not time study standards. The standards
department in one company does the initial establishing of a standard through
review of the blueprint. The administration of these standards should be the
responsibility of the production people, one member stated. After a standard is
set, the standards department should not be the unit to follow through to see
whether it is met or not. The difference between actual and the "synthetic standard" constructed through blueprint review is charged to a labor variance account.
This variance in one company is charged directly to the cost of sales. Since there
are records of distribution on a job order by operation by cost, an actual cost of
each job can be constructed. This is done, however, only when requested by the
works manager.
Comment was made that what people are really doing when they used both
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standard and actual costs in a job costing system is to create a hybrid system
In discussing the feasibility of such a procedure another member stated:
"There is nothing incompatible between standard costs and a job cost system (in that)
you certainly want to control your costs in your operations. You only can do this by
establishing standards and objectives. It is reasonable (therefore) to establish standards
for a series of uniform operations, even though the jobs themselves, over -all, will be
different."
Research and Development Costs
How to distribute research and development costs to job or products was
next discussed. The first practice cited was that of prorating these costs on a
sales dollar basis. It was questioned whether this would be possible under,
say, a price redetermination clause of a government contract. In answer, it was
said that it would be if it was a "product improvement (cost) and not strictly
pure research."
Where research activity is performed by direct labor in the shop, it was
stated by one participant that his company charges research with the direct overhead but not the normal fixed overhead. A question in the same area came up
as to how to charge research costs incurred on a product or product line which
the company is not producing. The group seemed to be in agreement that such
costs would not be charged to the products currently being produced but would
be charged directly to profit and loss.
Overhead Allocation
Returning to the subject of overhead allocation the group indicated through
a show of hands that a majority of companies represented are using direct labor
dollars as the vehicle for such allocation. Direct labor hours ranked next and
machine hours last. Some mention was made of a practice of having several
bases for allocating burden. One individual stated that his company uses material, machine rate and direct labor as bases. The group, again through a show of
hands, indicated that more companies use departmental rates of overhead allocation than an overall plant burden rate.
The closing comments pointed out that the nature of the product dictates
the system used for costing it in the individual companies.
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Mass Production Industry —Hard Goods
Discussion Leader: EDWIN F. GRAMES
Controller, Battle Creek (Michigan) Plant, The Oliver Corporation

a time -of- discussion basis, was paid by the disG cussion group on MassonProduction
Industries —Hard Goods to the treatRE A TE S T A TT E NT I ON ,

ment of fixed costs in connection with decisions as to whether to manufacture
or purchase component items of a product, to the determination of when
to replace manufacturing equipment, and to the best organizational approach to
cost reduction. Between somewhat extended consideration of aspects of these
topics, other relevant matters were covered more briefly. These included recognition of the future increased importance of fixed costs as compared with variable costs, an instance in reduction of personnel through use of electronic data
processing equipment, problems in amortization of tool costs, the significance
of likely future cost increases in the setting of selling prices, disclosure of efficiency improvement over a period of time covering numerous changes in standards, allocation of overhead on other than a direct labor base, when such labor
is relatively minor in the operation, and allocation of material handling costs
when they have become a major item of expense to the company.

The Shadow of Future Fixed Costs
The initial inquiry raised the question of the future importance of fixed cost
in view of "growing mechanization and automation' of production and the introduction into the operating situation of the guaranteed annual wage. The
inquirer suggested that the probabilities now are that a 20 or 30 percent fixed
expense ratio (of total cost) would be likely to change to a 70 or 80 percent
ratio and asked if it would not "induce us to use quite different methods in
controlling costs and also in preparing cost sheets." The response was in terms
of direct costing, with the point made that differentiation between fixed and
variable costs (and the elimination of fixed costs from product costs) is not for
all purposes and does not mean that "we cannot assign fixed costs to the product." In fact, the discussion participant making the response emphasized the
need for fixed cost assignment in pricing and suggested that "the accountant
knows better how to add it than the pricers do."
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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Difficulties of Reaching Make -or -Buy Decisions
At this point, with fixed cost still very much in mind, the discussion turned to
costing for choice between alternative methods of manufacturing a product and
the companion topic, which developed out of this discussion, of choosing
whether to make or buy a product or component part of it. The point of departure was an inquiry as to whether or not separate unit costs should be maintained for differing ways of manufacturing the same item. In answer it was
recommended that the "normal" method be used for costs for pricing, whatever variations might be entertained for other purposes.
It was at this juncture that the make -or -buy alternative became the background for discussion. The first emphasis was a strong contention that fixed
expense should be dropped from own cost in comparing with an outside price
"because if you don't, you can talk yourself right into buying everything."
(A later speaker said, "If you leave out fixed expenses, you will never buy. ")
Another member of the group reported comparisons constructed through a routine involving study by the cost department which includes elements of fixed
charges relevant to the comparison. One participant injected a warning that,
when a plant is operating at capacity, elimination of fixed cost from own cost
in make -or -buy decisions can result in deciding to make parts which will overtax facilities.
A further consideration was advanced as important, i.e., that terminating a
buying relationship on the basis of direct or modified direct cost comparison
alone, ignores the supervision needed in adding the item to the manufacturing
line and also ignores the cost of interrupting and perhaps later needing to reestablish the outside relationship. It was suggested that the matter of item
cost, might be secondary to these over - riding factors. Another contributor to the
discussion described solutions of make -or -buy problems as "a valuable form of
self - analysis," involving stimulus to manufacturing efficiency when it appears
that other plants are producing items more cheaply, especially in situations in
which company sales departments are finding price competition stiff.
The foregoing observation was succeeded by discussion of the point that,
sometimes, it might be well to sacrifice recovery of overhead costs to obtain new
business, particularly administrative and selling expenses. It was answered by
another member of the group that, where capacity business is lacking, even
"strange business" might be worthwhile at a loss in terms of overhead cost
recovery. The same point was made in connection with the charging of depreciation, with the proviso that business accepted at low prices should have a potential profitability.
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Touching on Electronics
There was, at this turn of the proceedings, a brief reference to electronic
data processing equipment, on the specific point of reduction of accounting
personnel through application of partial automation of clerical work. A representative of one of the divisions of United States Steel Corporation briefly described a reduction from 85 persons to 55 persons in a billing operation and
a reduction in the number of key punch operators by one half. The discussion
of this topic was not extended, in view of the emphasis to be given it in a
succeeding session of the conference.
Amortization of Tooling Costs
In line with characteristic problems of the hard goods industries, attention
was turned to methods of and periods over which tooling costs should be
amortized. A representative of a manufacturer of gas ranges, space heaters,
both oil and gas, and other types of heating equipment, reported that it would
cost as much as a half million dollars for his company "to tool up for a .gas
range that is re- engineered in the line," and that "the tools may run from a
few thousand dollars to thirty or forty thousand dollars." He asked how to get
the cost to products when "you don't know how long the tools are going to cost
(or) ... to last."
A representative of a manufacturer of refrigeration equipment was first to
respond and set forth a procedure under which, in general, tooling costs are
charged off to sales of the product "in a single year" but, for products on which
no model change is expected for, say, five years and which are under a heavy
machinery classification, a three -year maximum period of write -off may be allowed. The cost as charged was indicated to be "tied in" with product cost.
A representative of a company producing for both the telephone and the television industry stated that tooling for products for the former industry could be
written off over periods in excess of a year in view of less frequent model
changes.
Equipment Replacement — Whose Problem?
Having dealt thus, in brief, with tooling costs, the interchange of comment
became fixed in the direction of fixed asset replacement decisions with many
favorable references to (but only brief exposition of) the Machinery and Allied
Products Institute formula as expressed in its publications and the related works
of George Terborg. However, discussion first had to face a contention that the
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subject matter is not an accounting problem, which was resolved by recognition
of the close interest of accountants in its solution and their usefulness in this
direction, especially in the supplying of figures. Nevertheless, an issue was
drawn. It was contended by an accountant that equipment replacement is a
cost problem "because tools should be replaced when you can get another tool
to do a job cheaper." This contention did not wholly convince an engineer
present who felt "an engineer should spearhead the deal because he knows the
shop operations better," conceding, however, that the accountant could be "a good
source of information," especially as to maintenance costs. There were further
comments on this point, less rigidly phrased. The importance of post -audit by
the accounting department of replacements effected was stressed by one member of the group.
On a requested show of hands, it was indicated that the Machinery and Allied Products Institute machinery replacement formula is used by many of the
companies represented. There followed a fair amount of discussion intended
to clarify the nature and application of the formula. Greatest stress was laid
or derivation of the comparative value of present and alternative future equipment.
What Counsel on Selling Prices?
Turning again to the consistency with which the tide of cost, particularly
fixed cost, is running in an upward direction, one member of the discussion
group made inquiry as to whether or not prospective costs over the long range
should be recognized in pricing policy. The question was keyed to possibly
known future increases in labor costs and likely increase in material prices.
The implications of this question were countered by the point that productivity
increases offset labor and material cost increases, at least in part, and must be
taken into account.
Another member of the group raised the point that you cannot necessarily
reflect cost increases in price increases and that it may, rather, be possible
to delay or moderate cost increases, if imposed by vendors, by letting them know
how such increases affect the company's economic situation. He suggested
"stabilizing costs" rather than responding to higher costs with an eager attempt
to push prices up, too. It was indicated that, internally speaking, this stabilization might be a matter of better engineering.
Cost Reduction — How?
The final comments on the preceding topic were noted by the discussion
leader as forming a good opening for the topic of cost reduction. The initial
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remarks in this area concerned responsibility for standards, whether lying with
the industrial engineering or production departments. Both sources of authority for standards were defended, with acknowledgment of need for cooperation
between them.
Proceeding to methods of cost reduction, the group first heard advocacy of
an individual rather than a committee approach, in which operating responsibilities were challenged to effect reductions. The participant presenting this viewpoint suggested that the purchasing agent should concentrate on material cost
savings, that the engineer's attention be directed to possibilities of economies in
layout, that the plant manager maintain intensive review of the whole situation
and concluded, "I believe that will beat your committee men."
This offering was followed by comment from one of the group who is affiliated with an automobile manufacturer. The point was made that "to administer any sort of a (cost reduction) program properly, it must be specific." It
was reported by the individual contributing this viewpoint that, in his company, a methods committee was established, including "men like the traffic
manager, material specification men, and plant manager." A representative of
another company reported effective cost reduction results from consultation with
suppliers. Another cited cost reduction in the accounting department through
report elimination.
There followed a considerable amount of general discussion on the necessity
for and means of publicizing cost reduction efforts and reporting performance
in order to highlight cost reduction needs. Mentioned were cost reduction bulletins and special analyses for operating men. One of these analyses was likewise in bulletin form showing production figures by operation on day rate.
Another was for foremen, disclosing failures to make incentive pay. A reminder was offered that general and administrative expense should not be forgotten in cost reduction programs. An instance of an effective supervisory incentive plan was mentioned and, upon a show of hands, it appeared that numerous companies operated such incentive plans or, at least, a bonus arrangement.
Closing Topics
In the final moments of the discussion period, two topics were touched on.
The first of these was the effect of standards revision in obscuring gains in efficiency over a period of time. Several instances were given in which standards
are "frozen" for accounting purposes and all revisions picked up at considerable
intervals, thus making it possible to disclose improvement over the period
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of the "freeze," while still revising standards as such revisions are needed for
operating purposes.
The second of the two topics briefly touched on in closing was the failure of
direct labor as an appropriate overhead distribution base where it has been whittled down by mechanization to a relatively small figure. (This topic perhaps
served as a reminder that the discussion session had opened on the topic of the
growing significance of fixed costs.) There was interest evidence in the question but no formulated response to it. A question on the distribution of material
handling costs was under discussion when the period ended.

Mass Production Industries —Soft Goods
Discussion Leader: CHARLES E. BAXTER
Assistant to the Executive Vice President, J. P. Stevens Co., Greensboro, North Carolina

in the discussion group on mass production
was various throughout and there tended to be
rapid change in the consideration of subtopics under the various topics introduced into the proceedings. The topics of labor (which evoked little directly
responsive discussion and diverted to broader topics), material, and overhead
accounting in textiles and other soft good industries were introduced in that
order, which was, by way of incidental comment, inverse to the time spent
in discussion. With respect to overhead, depreciation as taken for product
costing, distribution of overhead to products for pricing, research cost accumulation and distribution, and curtailment of distribution of fixed costs were
among the component matters given attention. The question of how to present
the situation as to idle capacity and its "cost" was taken up. The discussion then
returned to costs of material and dealt with treatment of cash discounts and
freight. The charging of selling expense to defense contract business was given
a word or two, as was the question of whether or not to incorporate standard
costs on the books.
N T E RC HAN GE

OF

CO M M E N T

Iindustries —Soft Goods

A Variety of Starting Topics
Initial comments on indirect labor cost in the soft goods industries elicited,
in answer to an inquiry by the discussion leader, several responses giving brief
attention to it and leading to a diversity of topics. One was the alternative use
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of actual, average, or standard costs for indirect labor. Another was the application of the direct costing concept, which would apparently require a review of
conventionally "indirect" costs. The segregation of "fixed" and variable expense was commented upon somewhat doubtfully, as requiring "breaking your
payroll down to all the work that is done on every style number." Nevertheless,
the representative of a Canadian textile company and a domestic one reported
this practice.
It was asked, in a further departure from the topic of labor, whether the
same costs are used for inventory valuation and product costing as for other
purposes, particularly assistance to the sales department in appraising selling
prices (usually set by competition). One answer to this was emphatically
in the affirmative,
order to "add everything we can think of to costs for
pricing for the sake of a "realistic" cost. Another contributor to the discussion
stated that the "actual overhead rate" is used for costs for selling prices and the
"applied rate" is used for inventories. Standard costs were commented upon
favorably but somewhat as though of incomplete applicability to the group
of industries involved. There was a show of hands in which a substantial
number of discussion participants reported that their companies used standard
costs for most purposes but still some reported adjusting to actual either for a
special purpose like providing acceptable costs for selling prices or to obtain
actual cost inventory.

Material Costs —And Beyond
On the topic of material costs, attention focused first on the relative instability of prices of raw materials used in the textile industry. The discussion concerned cotton, wool, rubber and plastics. There was mention of use of average
and standard and base prices, largely for control as a point of departure, but
it was clear that the behavior of the market is commonly given consideration
in any material costs incorporated in figures for management. An instance of
this was described in a case in which standard costs are set up "at the beginning
of the year for a six -month period." Price changes in major items are followed
through the purchasing agent and communicated to the "product director for
changing his selling price." Standards to which no major changes are applicable
are continued for the second six months of the year.
There followed a pro and con discussion on the accounting handling of cash
and quantity discounts, with some difficulty apparent in drawing a line between
the two. Generally, it seemed that even cash discounts were considered by those
present to represent a lower purchase price rather than indirect earnings. (Later
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in the proceedings, this point was taken up again, with the strong contention
by one participant that cash discounts should not be netted from material prices.
It was pointed out in rebuttal that such discounts are often granted despite the
fact that the time limit has expired. It was also contended that the matter bulks
small in the cost picture, although a reply, "It's two per cent" was given to
this. To the discussion, an exchange of comments on the treatment of freight
cost was offered, with an example in which such cost on major items is added
to material cost but otherwise expensed.)
It was apparent from a brief question and several answers made at this point
that some companies using "lifo" basis of inventory valuation make a monthly
adjustment to that basis or estimate a year -end adjustment but that this is
regarded as difficult.
Before moving on to other areas of cost, an inquiry on the handling of finishing costs where interweaving is involved, sparked a discussion on control
of chemicals used in textile operations with special reference to the difficulty
of control through formulas by reason of variation in consistency of mixtures
as applied by chemists, of the occurrence of settling in liquid mixtures, and of
inaccuracy in measuring devices. A further source of difficulty was suggested
as deterioration of chemicals in inventory.
Problems in Accounting for Overhead
Pointing out that labor costs applied to products are, in effect, replacement
costs, it was inquired why, therefore, replacement cost depreciation should not
apply. Despite general receptivity in the discussion group, it appeared from
a show of hands that current cost depreciation is not used in product costing
by any of the companies represented. Depreciation on fully - depreciated equipment is taken in at least one instance, for product costing, to avoid being a
"price- cutting organization."
It was also inquired whether costing gives effect to heavier maintenance of
old equipment and to overhaul maintenance which crops up periodically. Preventive maintenance was suggested as obviating a portion of these needs. Accrual of maintenance costs for unusual items was instanced.
A somewhat protracted discussion ensued with respect to distribution bases
for overhead. Direct labor appeared to predominate as a base. Analyzing fixed
overhead periodically for application and development of a rate for charging
departments was described.
With respect to selling and general and administrative expense, an attempt
to reflect different amounts required by different products was set forth. In the
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same direction, a representative of another company described distribution of
general expenses on a sales dollar basis and of selling and distributing expenses
on specific bases by product lines, such as cubic feet of shipping cases sent out.
A third participant confirmed the approach in general terms. However, it was
pointed out that, perhaps, as much of general and administration expense should
be allocated specifically (to department or, further, to products) as is possible
and that, in allocating the rest, some effort should be made to develop a base
recognizing the relative conversion cost required by products because "what
administration is administering in the cost of converting." At this point it was
noted that some overhead is directly related to materials, e.g., purchasing, and
it was suggested that a quantity handled basis should be used for distributing
such burden.
Accounting for research costs was touched upon, from the viewpoint that
increase in such costs is currently taking place, making it necessary to exclude
them from overhead in general distribution. In a case narrated, research
costs were first segregated in one total apart from overhead and then, later,
reported upon in separate amounts (pennies per pound) applicable to particular
products. In a second instance, a similar classification of research costs by product line was given. Upon question, the individual contributing this instance
agreed that, so far as selling price might be affected by research costs, they are
largely borne by present products.
Absence of allocation of research costs in the practice of still another company
led to a discussion, briefly, of direct costing, approached from the point of view
of determining product contribution to fixed cost and profit. When it developed
that some overhead is allocated on a conversion costs base, one member of the
group designated the situation as "a sort of semi -direct costing."
Closing Topics
As the time for discussion began to run out, the question of "setting up in
cost statements a figure monthly for idle capacity" was broached. It appeared
the several companies represented do this. A second closing topic concerned
selling expense and business (government or other) which requires little selling
effort. One speaker stated that a charge is made to that type of business on the
theory that sales department costs could not otherwise be absorbed. The session
ended with a show of hands on the point of whether or not it is practice in the
industries represented to book standard costs. It appeared that about half do and
half do not.
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Wholesale and Retail Merchandising
Discussion Leader: S. MARK LYON, JR.
Assistant Treasurer, Colonial Stores, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina

on wholesale and retail merchandising covered a broad
Being composed of representatives from diverse areas of
wholesaling and retailing, group interest varied from problems in meeting the
competition from frozen food plants in the retail food industry to the question
of income tax aspects of leasing and buying equipment. Considerable time
was devoted to the problem of inventory control.
HE GROUP MEETING

T range of topics.

Capital Budgeting and Store Location
The first question raised from the floor related to the role of accounting in
the decision by management to add a new store or drop an old location for a
new one. Calling attention to the rapid expansion of chain food stores, one
participant suggested that the process was more related to population growth
than to cost and revenue considerations. However, another member of the
group suggested that the dropping of old stores for new ones was closely allied
with attempts to reduce material handling costs, which in turn is a reflection of
the narrowing margin between costs and sales prices and, therefore, a cost problem. There seemed to be a general feeling that the many external factors involved in store location, such as customer demand and the degree of competition,
had precluded any systematic cost planning in the area of store location. No
member of the group indicated the existence of such a system.
Expense Budget for the New Store
It was indicated that from three to four years of operations were necessary
before an effective budget could be appropriately provided. However, it was
suggested that, after such time, both capital and expense budgeting for store
operations was desirable. Another participant cautioned against the use of
sales ratios as a basis for budgeting administration expense. Direct dollar estimates in this area was suggested as the appropriate procedure. The question was
raised as to the desirability of using the Expense Center Accounting System suggested by the National Retail Dry Goods Association as a suitable classification
of costs for budgeting and cost collections. The discussion leader questioned
whether or not the natural division suggested by the system pinpointed every
expense or producing factor in the store.
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Planning Retail Sales
Commenting on the rapid increase in food sales by various types of frozen
food plants, which represented dollars not going through the retail store, one
participant raised the question of whether or not accounting could be of any
help to retail store management in this area. It was suggested that the determination of costs of bulk selling, for storage in consumer -owned freezer units,
might enable retail store management to price competitively with the frozen
food plants. Also, it was indicated that cost and income determination according to different methods of retail selling, such as self- service selling, might
enable the retailer to compete more effectively. However, it was stated by another member that the frozen food plants were not necessarily operating profitably, as indicated by the continuous turnover in ownership, and that out -andout competition with them competitively would be quite difficult. One possible
answer suggested was that the small retail store might become a specialist rather
than attempting to carry a diversified line of products.
Turning to the problem of self- service selling, the group discussed the possibility of developing accounting control for theft and losses generally. Because
this loss problem is most noticeable in the sale of small articles by the self -service method, some firms are now using a detective service to control such losses.
One member indicated that certain trade associations were implying that the
increased volume from self- service offset the additional loss factor, which might
then be considered an advertising cost.
Cost Control Through Product or Divisional Income Measurements
Starting with the general problem of reaching a decision on how much could
be spent to sell a particular product by the wholesaling firm, one participant
developed the question of methods of controlling costs for most profitable
operations. By way of answer, it was suggested that one firm in the retailing
and wholesaling of lumber develops monthly detailed income reports by the
12th of the following month. Such income reports involve the allocation of
all expenses to divisions of the business such as building materials, hardware
and wholesale lumber. This process involves considerable estimating, but had
indicated that the retail divisions provided the greater profit.
Inventory Control
After indicating that the most effective advertising for the retail store was
newspaper advertising, the discussion turned to the problem of the frequency
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with which inventories should be taken. One firm reported using a crew of
continuous inventory takers and covered all retail items about every thirty days.
Wholesale inventory is taken every six months. One member in a restaurant
chain indicated that a daily physical inventory of all restaurants is taken and
the commissary inventoried once a month. One member described the method
used in taking the semi - annual physical inventory for retail lumber. It involves
the use of a card tag with a stub attached. This follows a check back after the
inventory has been counted. After being assured of the correctness of the inventory count, it is priced from invoices retained on index cards.
The question was raised as to methods of keeping track of the amount of
a particular item of inventory to carry. One firm, in the grocery warehouse
business, indicated budgeting the amount which can be turned from ten to
twelve times a year, as a sort of rule of thumb procedure. Another member indicated that his firm establishes a process of giving each buyer a list of items
for which he is responsible and indicating for each item the opening balance,
the shipments during the week, the ending balance, the new average cost, and
the average movement of each item for the past eight weeks. The use of a
minimum quantity, based on time to replace items was also suggested.
The problems of writing down the cost of old inventory was posed. One
participant, representing a book publishing firm, stated that it classifies inventory according to the length of time since publication date and writes it down
accordingly. A participant in the lumber business, where tags are used for the
taking of inventory, discovered old inventory by changing the color of the tag
every six months. For the machinery business, it was suggested that stock should
be reduced by one -half of its carrying value each year and written off completely
at the end of three years.
Cost Reduction Methods
The discussion leader opened up the question of the desirability of penny
elimination accounting. One member indicated his firm had used cent -less
accounting for four years and found it quite helpful. However, this process was
applied only in the tracing of costs to expense centers.
The question of cost reduction by taking advantage of the recent changes
in the Internal Revenue Code with respect to depreciation methods was next
discussed. One participant indicated that his firm did take advantage of the
new law but set up a reserve for further taxes based on the tax savings made.
There were suggestions that the group should consider the possible impact
of the amended federal wage and hour law. Although the law does not yet
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apply to retailer, it might be expanded to do so later. One member felt it would
mean more self- service selling. Another participant indicated that the dollar
an hour rate would have no impact on his firm because they already had a pay
scale above that rate.
The question was next raised regarding experience as to the most appropriate
time to have retail food stores open. One member indicated that his company
does 70/0 of its business in the last three days of the week. This suggested
that cost saving might be possible in the first three days of the week. Sunday
and night hours were indicated by one member to be profitable times to have
stores open, though undesirable in that it creates labor problems. One member
suggested that stores should quit having sales on weekends and try to develop
regular sales through the week and reduce costs in the process. That this was
possible was indicated by a firm which doubled premium stamps on Wednesdays
and now has its greatest volume of sales on that day.
Some general discussion developed on problems in retail pricing of gasoline
and the meeting closed before the cost aspects of the problem were discussed.

Service Industries
Discussion Leader: WILLIS W. SHENK
Controller, Lancaster Newspapers, Inc., Lancaster, Pennsylvania

on services industries proved to be a very lively disT cussion on several general
accounting problems as they are faced in service
HE GROUP MEETING

industries. Methods and procedures used by various companies were discussed
and it was quite apparent throughout the discussion that the nature of the service
industry influenced the solutions suggested for the various problems.
Accelerated Depreciation
The meeting started with a general question on experience with the rapid
write -off of depreciation allowable for income tax purposes. One member indicated that his firm used the declining balance method in preference to the sum of- the - digits method because treasury regulations might more readily allow a
shift to the straight -line basis if such proved desirable at a later date. One
objection to accelerated depreciation was voiced because of the inability of some
service industries to adjust sales prices regularly and, with rapid depreciation,
the profit picture would be low In the first years of operation and high in later
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years. Another participant indicated that high maintenance cost in the trucking
industry tended to offset the low- depreciation charges in the later years, with the
result that the declining balance method might give a more balanced picture.
It was indicated that the Interstate Commerce Commission might soon sanction
the income tax procedure for interstate trucking firms.
The need for states to recognize accelerated depreciation methods was mentioned, if the problem of a lot of analysis work was to be avoided in computing
state taxes. Another member of the group stated that his firm had found two
strong points favorable to accelerated depreciation. First, assuming tax rates are
reduced in the future, it pays to take high depreciation now to get the benefit
of more tax savings. Second, immediate dollars of tax savings are worth more
than future dollars. Another participant suggested that the sum -of -the- digits
method might be better for items having a large salvage value but that the declining balance seemed of greater benefit for other items.

Clerical Work Simplification
The discussion leader sought information on the problem of savings in paperwork costs or improving the flow of paper work by work simplification, reduced
paper work, application of machines in the office, or any other method. One
participant indicated that his firm had its daily clock card in tabulating machine
card form and prepunched with fixed information, such as social security numbers, rates of pay, and fixed deductions, in order to reduce the peak load at the
payroll payment date. Another member stated that his firm had found that, when
more than ten copies of a report were needed, multilith was more economical
than tabulating equipment. It was suggested by a representative of another firm
that a photo process, which reproduces from pencil handwritten copies, saved
considerably in typing and proofreading costs. Another participant indicated
his firm had saved considerable labor time on tabulating equipment by using
only one size of paper, because ten per cent of the operators' time had been
devoted to changing the size of paper for different reports.
In the area of form control, simplification, or design, one member suggested
the use of pre - printed forms to which reports must conform. Another member
indicated that his firm handles the confidential payroll by training the confidential clerk in the operation of tabulating equipment, so that the confidential
payroll could be put on punch cards. These cards are run through the machine
by the confidential clerk after the general payroll cards, so that the complete
payroll is one report and handled as one unit. This saves the time of separate
typing and handling of payroll deductions. It was recognized, however, that if
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the confidential payroll were large enough to justify a separate payroll, the procedure suggested was not needed.
Another member indicated that his firm is now placing all orders received,
on tape and punching a tabulating card at the same time. From there on, the
order is processed from cards. By another connection on the machine, daily
sales totals are accumulated and reported to sales representatives, by products
and markets. This firm expects to take care of the records on the incoming
order, the invoices, the factory order, and for a daily income statement by this
process. Savings of from $10,000 to $20,000 a year were anticipated.
The discussion leader cautioned against the use of an excessive number of
reports to management —a danger inherent in the use of tabulating equipment
because of the ease of preparation —since they may obscure the really important
information. Confusion of executives by too many reports can hinder rather
than aid sound decisions, it was suggested.

Employee Morale and the Mechanized Office
The discussion turned to the impact on office employee morale of mechanized
office equipment. One member suggested that the replacement of women employees by machines might be desirable, but a lady member of the group pointed
out that women could handle the machines as well as men. To this there was
agreement by the group. The advantage of putting work on machines, another
participant pointed out, was that it eliminated the problem of employees coming
in late, training new employees where labor turnover is high, and similar
factors. However, the morale of employees is likely to decline, it was suggested,
if a firm continuously replaces employees with machines. To overcome this
problem, it was indicated that more time must be spent on employee human
relations. This brought forth a suggestion that good employee relations starts
with the president of the company and extends all the way down the line.
Frequent meetings of managers and supervisors is the way one firm carries out
this objective. It was suggested that good employee morale is conducive to
the lowering clerical costs. One participant pointed out that, in spite of loafing
evident in the office, records over a fifteen year period indicated that good human relations had reduced clerical costs continuously, even after granting increases in wages. Another member suggested that employees never be dismissed
when machines were installed, for this hurts morale among remaining employees.
Normal employee turnover tends to take care of the need for dropping employees replaced by machines.
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Job Analysis
One member stated that his firm had installed a job control system about
ten years ago. Prior to that time, advancement was "just the way you combed
your hair, or something else." It was found that employees who had been with
the company for some time were being paid more and turning out less work
than new men. To correct this, a job control system was established. Under it,
each job was analyzed as to its basic function. Starting with the job and using
a point system for such elements as job knowledge, education, and responsibility,
minimum and maximum pay scales were established. All new men start at the
minimum and are reviewed regularly for advancement. Another company
reported using a firm of outside analysts to establish a job control system.
The question of competing with federal government salary scales was posed.
One member indicated that his firm managed to hire keypunch operators at a
satisfactory wage level by emphasizing the educational opportunities with the
firm. The company let the employees take time off to attend special tabulating
equipment schools and provided on -the -job training. Another member of the
group cited the need for pointing out that, at the higher levels of clerical work,
industry salaries exceed government salaries.
The need for liberal vacations was mentioned. One participant stated that
his firm had put in a coffee car and provided free rolls and coffee regularly.
This and other fringe benefits were helpful for employee morale and offset
to some degree lower salary scale and attempts to unionize employees.
Storing Records
One participant sought ideas on storing records outside of the office.
Specifically, he asked for information on costs and problems in outside record
storing. By way of answer, one member stated that his firm films all records
and stores the film in a warehouse. At the warehouse the films are sorted, cataloged, and stored in boxes. Such storage costs about $100 a year. Another
member explained that his firm microfilms all important records and stores them
in banks in suburban areas. It was suggested that lots of records could be destroyed and the storage problem avoided. The need for distant storage was
cited after attention was called to present day war potentialities.
Supplies Control
One member requested information on the handling of general office supplies
for a department or division. The possibility of assigning a code number to
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each department, so that everything drawn from stores could be assigned to a
department, was suggested. The member making this suggestion, however, indicated that his firm did not use the coding process for small items of supplies.
Another member stated that his firm had put the purchasing of supplies on
tabulating equipment, using three cards for each item. One card, a control card,
records the inventory at the time the budget is prepared. The second card serves
as a purchase card and is made up at the time a purchase order is issued. It is
marked as received and cooted when the invoice comes in for payment. Departments requisition supplies weekly and this information is recorded on the
third card. From this information, a monthly run on tabulating equipment
indicates the cost of supplies used in each department.
The meeting closed with general agreement on the importance of exchanging
information of this type.

Finance and Insurance
Discussion Leader: PAUL E. TIERNEY
Second Vice President and Auditor, John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company,
Boston, Massachusetts

some general observations on the
T value and necessity of cost work andwith
a cost organization in insurance comHE GROUP O PENED ITS DISCUSSION

panies and banking institutions. Allocation of the costs of common or service
departments was reviewed both from the casualty insurance and banking viewpoints. Also discussed were such areas as work measurement programs for
clerical workers, cost reduction through personnel training and electronics and
its probable place in these industries.
Aimed at initiating a discussion on the need of cost accounting in banking
and insurance operations, a start was made with some comments on the development of unit costs in the life insurance field. It was pointed out that, because
there is often no difference in cost in handling a large policy than a small, the
attempt has been made to recognize the expense factors apropos the individual
policy. This effort has led some insurance companies to establish cost and
analysis sections to develop better unit costs. Banking operations, on the other
hand, have taken a slightly different approach. It was indicated that their effort
is directed toward getting costs by functions rather than by units handled.
Some organizations, it appears, have, through the influence of state regulation,
attempted to establish an accounting system which also serves for cost purposes.
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Others have found that such systems do not provide adequate cost information
and have gone further than required and have even considered setting up
another set of books for management use. Several inadequacies of conventional
systems were noted. It was indicated that there would be real benefit from having a complete general ledger in these industries, instead of having one section
in cost accounting, another in internal auditing and another one in external
auditing. The practice of not having the actuarial or reserve accounts in the
ledger was said to reduce considerably the ability to set up cost accounting in the
insurance business.
Not only does the effect of regulations of government authorities restrict the
structure of the accounting framework in insurance and banking but, in some
cases, these regulations state where particular charges will go and will not go
on the books, thus limiting the value of the figures. In an effort to follow state
regulations and also construct some good cost figures for management, one insurance company has, through a punched -card setup, coded premiums by state
and then branch, the latter by department and by type.
Cost Control
In reviewing areas of cost control, the discussion group considered the breakdown of the expenses. An illustration of the casualty insurance business was
given, in which the rates are predicated on 60.5 per cent for loss, 25 per cent
for loss expense or acquisition costs, 5.5 per cent for general expense, 1
per cent for inspection expense and the balance for profit and contingency
reserve. In respect of this breakdown, the observation was made that a large
part of the expense was for salaries. This being the fact, cost control in the
industry would be a matter of controlling systems involving people and the
forms that they use. An experience in the banking business was cited and indicated that seventy cents of each expense dollar "is for people." One member
commented:
"Ou r cost accounting system is mostly a mechanism to focus attention on the areas
where people are being used, and to try to ferret out the areas in which they could
be better used, rather than a system that is aimed at setting selling prices as in a
distribution industry."

Allocation of Costs
A member in a casualty insurance company stated that the problem his company has is allocating costs to individual lines of business. Government regulations provide a table of expenses and expenses broken down into five functions.
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This, however, does not take into consideration that costs of lines of business
cut across personnel lines. It was commented that this problem also exists in
banking when considering the service departments and the executive administration functions. Distribution of the expense of the discount department is facilitated in a larger bank because individuals handle only one type of loan. The
problem arises in the smaller banks where one person may handle several types
of loans. Attempt is made, however, even in the smaller banks, to keep these
operations within one group of people. One member stated that, in the smaller
banks, the practice is to do the cost analysis on each segment and multiply that by
the unit expense to give the cost to handle each type of business.
Break -Even Chart
One member discussed briefly the work his company has done on break -even
analysis in the banking industry. For the installment loan department, it has
constructed a break -even chart that considers the cost breakdown in four ways:
the acquisition cost, service cost of the loan, collection cost, and write -off costs.
With this chart management is able to tell, with reasonable accuracy, whether
or not money can be made on a certain size loan at a given rate.
Punch Card Checks
Where a depositor uses several thousand checks a week for payroll or other
purpose, some banks are suggesting the use of card checks with pre - punched
account numbers and check numbers. When these checks are received by the
bank, they are very easily sorted and put through the proof operation. The
savings in time was indicated to more than offset the cost of pre - punching
and supplying these checks to the customer. With this procedure, the bank is
also able to supply the customer with a list of checks cleared and a special mark
or letter designation where a check is missing from numerical sequence.
Another labor saving device discussed by the group was the check - reading
machine. It was mentioned that there is now in the experimental stage a machine that can read a 1 or 2 or a 3 without any special type of ink being used.
These machines which, it is believed, will soon be on the market, will be able
to sort paper checks at approximately the speed of card checks.
Work Measurement
Believing that if there is a better way to do the job, there is a possibility for
cost savings, several of the companies represented at the discussion indicated
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they have set up methods and procedures departments. Studies of tabulating
operations, check processing operations and posting operations have been made
by several banks and have been used in setting up work "standards" for these
operations. It was pointed out that these standards are not quite the same as
those for factory operations in industrial concerns. The standards are used in
one insurance company primarily for establishing the time at which a tabulating
operator will go off beginner's salary onto regular salary.
A representative of one bank felt that, for approximately 70 per cent of the
sufficiently productive jobs, work measurement can be developed for use
"strictly as a control mechanism." Another member cited the practice of several
New York banks which use the following procedure. They establish a day's
output and, if a girl finishes the number of transactions required prior to normal
quitting time, she can go home early. This sometimes means as much as thirty
minutes a day to a girl. It follows that, with such incentives, the heavy work
loads do not develop the overtime problem that normally exists. As one member put it, "incentives, without money for it."
Personnel Training
One of the most effective methods of cost reduction which a company can
undertake is the undertaking of additional training for their personnel. This
was especially considered true in the area of mechanical equipment operators.
It appeared that companies which have run courses on the handling of equipment, believe that, in the long run, they have led to overall savings. Although
the details of the training programs differ from company to company, most of
them are aimed at making an employee more proficient at his immediate job
and showing him his place in the overall operation.
Trust Department Costing
Specific departmental costing was discussed with regard to the trust department of a bank. Through such departmental analysis, some banks have discovered that their trust departments are not earning enough to pay for themselves. One member stated that "the principal thing that was wrong with
most bank fees (in trust operations) was that they were not based on the cost
of the service, that they were based on a dollar of something, a dollar of investment, or a dollar of income and that has absolutely no relationship to
operating costs."
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Electronic Computing Equipment
The first observation presented on the use of electronic computing equipment
was that this method of data handling is "here" and that it is something which
every company is going to have to consider sooner or later, preferably sooner.
Two of the medium -sized electronic computers were installed in one insurance
company. One is being used for actuarial work and one in the comptroller's department. In the comptroller's department, premium billing is being done
with it and expense allocations by branches by departments of some 400,000
items have been made. The company is also putting dividend calculations on the
equipment.
The suggested approach to this innovation is through a committee formed
within the company. The use of outside personnel or "electronic experts" was
believed less desirable because it is easier for a person familiar with company
procedures to learn about the equipment than it is for a person familiar with
computers to learn procedures. There were also some other "bewares" mentioned as the session closed. The first was not to be sold on a given machine
because of one interesting "temporary advantage." Another was not to let
"salesmen" develop on the team, i.e. members of the team who get "sold,"
beyond objective reasoning on a given manufacturer's equipment or procedure.
The last warning was against talking about a "whole new concept" and being
ready to junk methods proven and tried for many years, for something unknown.

Institutions
Discussion Leader: CHARLES A. KUNTZ
Controller, The Ohio State University, Columbia, Ohio

r
L

STABLISHING T HE VIEW

that fund accounting is somewhat more important
to institutions than the accrual concept that is used in industrial accounting,

the discussion at this session centered around problems encountered in fund
accounting. Representatives from different types of institutions posed problems
dealing with liquidation of funds, investment of funds, proper size of funds,
sources of fund income, surplus in funds, accrual accounting within funds, the
relationship of the budget to funds, funded reserves, association funds, and related problems. While much of the discussion related to problems of state
and private university funds, problems encountered by state government funds,
churches, trade associations, and other non -profit institutions were dealt with
in the discussion.
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Fund Accounting Contrasted with Accrual Accounting
There seemed to be general acceptance by the group of the view that institutions receive funds from sources such as allotments or appropriations, gifts,
grants and bequests for the accomplishment of a general or specific objective.
Accordingly, the objective of the institution is one of service rather than of
profit, and institutional accounting is a record of stewardship to assure the wise
and prudent expenditure of money in accordance with the designated purpose.
Product costing is not an issue and the efficiency of the institutional accountant
is judged according to the effectiveness with which the stewardship function
is accomplished, including in this concept the assurance that no funds are lost
back to the donor due to non -use within a specified period of time.
Investing Institution Funds
At the start of this aspect of fund accounting, the discussion leader indicated
that some institutions may have no problem of investing the fund. Such is true
in the case of a State - operated institution if all funds of the institution are put
into the State treasury. Any return on such invesments is determined by law.
However, as he pointed out, if a State university receives a fund from an
alumnus who specifies that the fund be invested in common stock, the university
then has a problem of investing and reinvesting in common stock. The question
was raised as to whether or not the State law specifies or requires certain types of
investments of trust funds. It was then pointed out that the State need not
invest the funds but may pick up any funds provided by institutions to the
State treasury as a credit to the general revenue fund of the State. The contributing institution then could be given credit by the State auditor for the
principal turned over to the State treasury. At each appropriation period by the
legislature, there would be items of appropriation which would pay interest to
the institution on the principal turned over, as indicated on the auditor's books.
In this manner, no investment of funds would be needed and the institution
would be assured of a regular income on its principal, by the legislative appropriation of funds to cover the interest on such funds.
Liquidation of Funds
The question was raised from the floor regarding the manner of dissolving
funds, when the purpose for which the fund was created no longer exists. By
way of answer, it was suggested that the best procedure was to insert a statement in the document creating the fund indicating that, if the purpose of the
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fund's creation should diminish or disappear, the directors of the fund may
indicate the use to which the resources of the fund should be put. In the case
of funds created without such a statement and for which the purposes has disappeared, there seems to be no easy way of breaking such stipulation. Court
action seemed to be appropirate. It was suggested that an attitude may be developing in the courts which may alleviate this problem.
In line with the general problem of the cost of maintaining funds, one participant questioned ,the appropriateness of separate very small funds. One suggested way of handling very small funds was through separate accounts for each
fund at a building and loan association. However, it was agreed generally that
effort should be directed toward the acquisition of non - earmarked funds, especially for minor purposes, and in this manner eliminate an excessive number
of funds.
Sources of Fund Income
The discussion leader suggested that sources of income might be ( 1 ) interest
or dividends on investments, (2) gifts and bequests, (3) grants by foundations
or trust funds, (4) allotments or appropriations by governmental units, and (5)
operation of activities producing funds. In the area of activities producing income for the fund, in which the fund must provide for its continuation, it was
suggested that accrual accounting supplement the fund accounting. In this manner each area within the fund could be assigned responsibility for maintaining
itself. In answer to a question by another participant regarding the possibility
of a surplus being built up by the income - producing funds, it was pointed out
that such would not be done. Selling prices of services would be lowered. Another participant raised the question of the appropriateness of depreciation
charges for the income producing funds. The discussion leader suggested that
a depreciation charge was not needed in such a situation but that the setting
aside of a reserve for replacement was quite appropriate.
Budgets for Fund Expenditures
The discussion leader suggested that the budget for fund expenditure purposes could be set forth as being for (1) general purposes, (2) specific purposes, (3) organizational units, and (4) by specific items of expenditure. The
detail by items of expenditure could be set up through an index of account in
such a manner as to provide various classifications of expenditure. Only for
funds of a self - perpetuating nature was it suggested that a profit and loss
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budget be prepared, which is possible on a rather detailed basis if accrual accounting is superimposed on the fund accounting process.
For institutions not state - supported, various references were made to the need
for income budgeting. Some seem to feel that cash receipts and cash disbursements budgeting was sufficient while others implied a need for a complete income statement budget. Normally, these independent type of institutions must
budget from an estimate of income, i.e., membership dues for an association,
student tuition for a private school, or fees for a hospital. It was pointed out
that one association prepares a budget on an annual basis and revises the budget
quarterly for the meetings of the board of directors. From these general views
of budgeting for institutions not state - supported, various attempts were made
to suggest appropirate budgeting procedure for such institutions.
There was no disagreement expressed with the view that all institutions should
prepare a budget. It was suggested that estimates of all appropriate expenses
should be the first step in the preparation of the budget. After this an estimate
of the income to be available could be made and the expenses reconciled to it.
However, this process of overall budgeting to see that effort (expense) was applied in the best interest of the institution raised several problems. The first
question posed related to the number of separate funds which an institution
should have. With an excessive number of funds, overall budgeting is not possible, and separate fund budgeting becomes necessary.
Another participant suggested that whether or not depreciation should be
bugeted depended upon the plans of the institution. Depreciation should be included on all facilities which have to be replaced by the institution but may be
excluded if replacement from outside funds was contemplated. However, it
was indicated that when depreciation is budgeted, a funded cash reserve should
be set up to provide for the replacement.
Uniform Accounting Systems
Although the central theme of this discussion was the problem of fund accounting, the question was raised regarding the desirability of having a uniform accounting system for institutional budgeting and accounting. Especially,
was this considered desirable when the institution was an association with
various chapter memberships and the need exists of having accounts which coincide within the group. In the hospital area, another participant indicated that
progress in that direction was being made. While special local laws and customs
have to be considered, the group seemed to feel that a uniform system within
an association was possible if national average statistics and ratios were provided by headquarters. Then to make comparison, the member chapters would
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tend to develop records maintained in accordance with the national average.
This brought forth the question as to the proper content of financial reports
generally. There seemed to be some agreement that they should have content
and terminology appropriate for the user of the report.
The discussion closed with expressions of opinion regarding the desirability
of carrying a funded reserve by institutions.

Reports to Management
Discussion Leader: JOHN W. OLD
Senior Supervisory Accountant, Humble Oil & Refining Co., Houston, Texas

embarked immediately on a discussion of the need of
T different reports for different
levels of management, when a question was
H E DISCUSSION GROUP

raised on where the dividing lines were between top management, middle management, and supervisors and foremen —the three levels of management referred to in the discussion outline. The chairman agreed that there was no accepted definition and that there was, in practice, some overlapping of the three
levels. He stated that the matter was discussed at some length in N.A.C.A.
Research Series No. 28 dealing with "Presenting Accounting Information to
Management." There appeared to be general agreement that the three levels
could be described in terms of function, i.e. top management being made up of
those executives who are primarily concerned with overall company policies
and planning, middle management made up of those concerned with short -term
planning and control of major functions or divisions of the business, and supervisors and foremen being those concerned with the supervision and control
of day -to -day operations. Various members of the discussion group agreed that
these three levels of management needed to be recognized for reporting purposes, not only because of their different interests and different needs for accounting information but also because of the different language and approach
which was required to make the reports most effective for each group.
In the course of this discussion the point was made that recognition of the
need for separate reports for these three levels of management had increased
because of the tendency toward decentralization of management —not decentralization based on physical location but decentralization of authority and responsibility. This has brought about the need for recognizing the various levels
and adapting the accounting reports to the specific needs of each management
level.
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At this point, there was some discussion of whether the accounting department or the recipient of reports should determine what information was needed
at each management level and the detail in which the information should be
presented. There appeared to be general agreement that the accountant should
accept this responsibility. Several suggestions were made on methods of meeting this responsibility most effectively. One was to have in the accounting department a separate analytical staff with the responsibility of interpretation and
presentation of accounting information to all levels of management. There was
some question on whether analysts unfamiliar with the way in which the figures
were developed could contribute as much as the accountants responsible for the
figures. A second suggestion was the more general use of personal contacts and
oral reporting to assure that the information provided is what is needed, and
particularly to see that the reports are understood and the significance of the
figures appreciated. It was suggested that the accountant get acquainted with the
individuals to whom reports are made, determine their working conditions,
problems and interest, so that reports could be made in terms of the individual's
responsibility and in a language which he would understand.
This led to the suggestion that, in reporting to top management, there is
merit in abandoning the usual formal accounting statements and submitting in
their place a tabulation of well- chosen statistics on the more important features
of company operations. In response to a request for a show of hands, it was
revealed that most companies had taken this step and that top management was
supplied with a simple, condensed and informal summary of operating results,
either as a substitute for or as a supplement to the formal accounting statements.
Some discussion took place at this point on ways and means of educating
supervisors and foremen on the use of accounting reports. Representatives of
two companies described how small group meetings are used in their companies to explain accounting reports to supervisors and assist in their interpretation. The suggestion was made that education in the use of reports should start
at the time departmental budgets are prepared and that supervisors and foremen who participate in the preparation of their budgets will have more understanding and interest in control reports than they will when the budgets are
prepared for them. .
This led to a discussion of whether, in working with the supervisory group,
consideration should be limited to the departmental reports of those in attendance or should be directed as well to reports dealing with the overall results of
company operations. The practice of one company was described. In this company, the overall results for the month are presented first to the directors in
chart and report form. The following day they are reviewed in a meeting of
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top management. This is followed by a meeting of middle management, at
which reports for the company as a whole and its various major plants and divisions are discussed. Finally, there are group meetings for supervisors and foremen, at which overall company results are discussed, along with the results of
the departments and activities for which the individuals have responsibility.
At this point, companies whose stocks are listed on a stock exchange were cautioned against release within the company of operating results prior to release
of such information to the public.
As a result of some discussion of management's difficulty in understanding
accounting reports, a participant raised the question of whether the difficulty
did not rise because of too frequent changes in accounting thinking and
practices, and suggested the need for some standardization of accounting practice. In response, another participant expressed the opinion that the changes
which have occurred and are occurring in industrial accounting thinking and
practice are a result of natural growth and development of the art of accounting,
and are comparable with the changes which are taking place in other fields. Another member illustrated this point by telling how he inquired of the long -time
manager of one of the company's mining properties, who had objected to a
change in accounting methods, as to whether he was still getting the ore out of
the mines with mule teams.
At the conclusion of the session there was some discussion of the importance
of timeliness in reporting. The suggestion was made that early and frequent
issuance of reports should not be a goal in itself but should be related to the
use to be made of the reported information.

Budgeting
Discussion Leader: J. BROOKS HECKERT
Professor of Accounting, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

at the session on budgeting seemed to be an
assumption that the central problem of budgeting was the determination
of suitable budgeted amounts for various segments of a business firm. There
was little discussion of specific procedures and techniques for using a budget
after its establishment. Rather, most of the discussion centered around methods
and concepts used in establishing the budget. In specific terms the discussion
considered problems of ( 1 ) establishing a flexible budget useful when volume
declines, ( 2 ) budgeting material costs for research projects, (3) methods of
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setting the advertising budget, (4) collecting information useful in establishing
a budget for product engineering research, (5) providing a flexibility to the
sales budget, (6) budgeting in terms of physical units rather than dollars,
(7) standards for budgeting tools expense, (8) who is responsible in the organization for budgeting, and (9) the selection of appropriate bases for budgeting
service department elements.
Flexible Budgeting for Business Decline
In response to a question as to ways and means of establishing a flexible
budget which reflects the impact of a drop in volume in contrast to a flexible
budget which reflects the increase costs due to increased volume, one member,
implying that the variable portion of costs per unit of volume would differ depending upon whether variable costs were conceived of as the additional cost of
additional volume or as the reduction in cost due to a smaller volume, indicated
that the appropriate reduction in costs due to a drop in volume would depend
upon the nature of the volume decline. If the drop represented the abandonment of some product lines, one degree of cost decline would result, whereas,
if the drop were merely a decrease in the volume of existing products, another
problem would exist. For the dropping of a product line, the necessary reallocation of facilities and replanning of operations would mean that the variable
budget, alone, would be of no help. Even when there is a decline in volume of
existing products, the participant indicated that pressure for cost reduction studies and similar economies might vitiate to some degree the reliability of the variable budget. Another member indicated that his firm established a standard
direct cost for each product and established period costs budgets according to
various percentages of capacity. Then, in budgeting for any level, the appropriate fixed costs are added to the computed direct cost amount (unit of products
times standard direct cost per unit) .
Budgeting Material Costs of Research
The next question discussed related to the problem of controlling the material
used on research projects. It was stated that, with a fixed labor element budgeted,
the amount of material needed for research work does not lend itself to satisfactory budgeting, for the amount needed on any project may vary widely. The
question sought experiences of other firms on this problem. A suggested solution was a historical survey of the average amount of material used by one engineer in the research laboratory for a six month period, and then to budget
materials according to the budgeted number of men used on the project. An160
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other participant indicated that his firm authorized research projects in much
the same way as capital expenditures and assigned responsibility to the research
department for the project cost. Another member suggested monthly reports on
projects in process showing cost to date, percentage of completion, and new
estimates of completion costs and, in this manner, continuously controlling all
research project costs.
The Advertising Budget
The question was raised regarding the general practice in setting the advertising budget. One member indicated his firm (retail company) establishes a
fixed budget for a six month period based on a percentage of sales. Another
participant stated that his firm budgeted advertising by major lines of products,
making direct estimates for direct mail, space advertising and makeup cost for
various products and then allocating other advertising costs to the products. The
amounts of each type of advertising is budgeted by an analysis of past experience of various product lines. The resulting budget is set at a fixed amount
for a period of from four to six months and is not adjusted as sales volume
changes.
Another suggestion for budgeting advertising was by means of control tests,
through which the results of advertising are measured by selling a product in
two similar markets with advertising being applied in only one market. The
difference in sales in the two markets measures the effectiveness of advertising
and from this an appropriate budget for advertising can be developed. Under
this method, as applied by another firm, the advertising budget may be determined before the sales estimate is made.
Another suggestion for allocation of budgeted advertising to product lines
was that a system be set up through which advertising could be concentrated on
the lines showing the most profit. In this manner effort would not be applied on
products not selling well. Although, as conceded, this method does not involve
any determination of the return on an advertising investment, it is a system for
providing guide lines for the advertising men as to where they should direct
advertising.
Budgeting Product Engineering Research
The problem of measuring the effectiveness of product engineering costs was
raised. One member indicated that his firm attempted to do this for new products by comparing the income provided by new products within a three year
period with the engineering costs of developing the product. Other than careSEP TEM BER , 1 955
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fu1 review of each project, little was suggested as a method for measuring the
effectiveness of product engineering costs and of improving old products.

Providing Flexibility for the Sales Budget
Calling attention to the customary procedure of budgeting sales on an annual
basis, which results in a static sales budget for the year, one participant questioned the possibility of providing flexibility to the sales estimate. One suggested procedure for providing such flexibility was to measure sales by an index
of industry business or general economic conditions so that the appropriate sales
budget for any period of time might be a per cent of industry sales for the
period rather than a static amount. Another member of the group stated that
his firm used such percentages outside of the budget in the form of a goal rather
than as budgets. Information on industry sales is available from the Bureau of
the Census and from trade associations.

Problems in Budgeting Manufacturing Costs
In the area of manufacturing budgets, the question was raised as to the desirability of budgeting in terms of direct labor hours or "head count." One firm
uses such a method by developing a manpower budget as the basic budget from
which productive labor and other expenses are developed for the financial
budget. Another firm uses physical units in explaining variance from budget
reports in order to make the reports meaningful to operating management.
Another participant raised the problem of control of tool expenses and
sought information on methods of budgeting for control of perishable tools
costs. One member indicated that his firm established a system of controlling
tools by having the tool room foreman make a cost estimate of any orders to
repair or acquire tools. This estimate then becomes a standard for the production man in developing the tools and in control of the acquisition or creation
of tools thus established. For control of the use of tools, one firm uses a percentage of tooling cost to productive effort, based on past experience as a standard. Another member indicated that his firm divides perishable tools into different cribs and endeavors to maintain control over each crib type of tools
separately because of the varying degree of perishability.

Responsibility for Budgeting
One participant called attention to problems sometimes encountered when
the accountant goes out into the shop and tries to convince the production fore162
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man that too much money is being spent. He then posed the question of
whether or not the budgeting function should be a separate line function and
not part of accounting. By way of answer, another member suggested that the
setting of budget standards is an industrial engineering function and the reporting of budget performance an accounting function. However, the balance
of the discussion indicated a general feeling that the accounting function included participation in the setting of the budget as well as merely reporting
on budget performance. One member called attention to the many companies
now using a control officer to tie together all budgetary control activities.
Controlling Service Department Costs
The question of how to relate the service department functions to production
activity in order to measure the overall efficiency was discussed briefly. It was
noted that the lead by which service department expenses precede the results
of production activity results in difficulty in matching service department expenditures with revenues from production. It was suggested that for the long run,
the distortion was not excessive. However, for short -run control of service department costs, it was suggested that service activities be tied in to bases other
than revenue and be measured by standards of performance related to the basic
activity. The concluding remarks indicated that such short-run control needed
to be checked by long -run measures of profitability of the entire activity.

Standard Costs
Discussion Leader: ARTHUR C. CHUBBUCK
Partner, Patterson, Teele and Dennis, Boston, Mass.

opened the session by drawing attention to the list
T of suggested topics for discussion
which had been prepared ahead of time.
HE DISCUSSION LEADER

Inquiry as to what the group wanted to discuss revealed the desire to consider
subjects in the area of development of standards and standard costs.
Determination of Price Standards for Raw Materials
In replying to this question, one member stressed the importance of training
in both the purchasing department and the cost department in the development
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of price standards. He stated that during a recent period when prices were rising at about 1 per cent per month, this company priced its purchased products at
market plus 3 per cent and revised standard prices every quarter. When the
price increases leveled out, it continued to price at 3 per cent over market, thus
providing a reserve factor. To check for adequacy of the standard a record
of purchases in excess of standard was maintained through keeping a record
of the variances from standard. For greater usefulness, the raw material was
broken down by kinds or types of material and the ratios to standard by material were developed. The standards are reviewed every six months. The same
member also explained that the standards are based on delivered net cost for
quantities needed to meet production runs. If purchases are made in larger
quantities, the favorable result is accepted. If purchases are made in smaller
quantities the unfavorable result is cause for concern. In reply to another question regarding the inclusion of transportation charges in the standard, it was
stated that the f.o.b. factory price is always used.
With respect to the resulting material variance this member stated that the
variances are considered as a period cost and are written off monthly. However,
he also said that he had some personal reservations with respect to the procedure. Questioned on this a little later on he elaborated as follows:
"I think it is all right to treat these variances as period costs. As a matter of
fact I think, probably, so long as the variances gain you do all right. There is,
however, some question as to the wisdom of inflating the raw material inventory
as, of course, you do when you leave the variance in your inventory. We start
out the year with a reserve to write the inventory down to cost or market, whichever is lower. During the year any fluctuation in the inventory will change the
relationship of that reserve to the inventory so long as we treat the variances
as a period cost. In periods of increasing inventories we are inflating our assets
and vice versa for decreasing inventories. It would not be too much work to
adjust our inventory to cost or market each month and, if we did that, the
variances would cease to be a period cost."
Another member's reaction to this philosophy was that it was a marked departure from standard cost philosophy and he felt that the situation could be
met by changing standards and not by changing inventory values.
Another member was interested in how other members co- ordinated the
quality of purchased parts specified by the planning department with the economical quantity tb buy as indicated by the purchasing department. One response indicated that the planning department and the purchasing department
developed, through co- ordination, the economic lot size to be purchased. Another reply, coming from a member whose company manufactures for both stock
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and special order, indicated location of the purchasing department, the production control department and the cost control department in close proximity and
insisted that they co- ordinate their efforts.
The Development of Labor Standards
A lengthy discussion ensued on development of labor standards, centering
largely around the use of engineered time standards, the level of the task, and
the control of labor without standards. The discussion was started by a member who uses an engineered basis for labor standards. He stated that the standards are set through co- operation of the engineering department, the production control department and the production foremen. These departments can
then appropriately be held to the standards. However, if an improvement in
method is made, a standards revision "pick -up" is applied, instead of a change
in the standards. These are maintained for a full year, except for major labor
and material increases.
A member, representing a company having a methods and standards department, stated that about six years ago his director of production "threw out"
all job clocks in each of the production departments. He stated that the foreman is responsible for all the time that is turned in by each employee each day.
Everyone is on a weekly, semi - monthly or a monthly payroll, with no incentive
plan, and it has been found that putting the people on their own responsibility
has not affected the work in any way.
Another discussion participant asked whether there was any effective method
of establishing labor standards without the use of time study engineers. The
reply came from a member who stated that every worker in his mill is on an
hourly rate. Because there were no means at hand for making an engineering
methods study, the only thing to do was to use past performance as a base. The
speaker stated that this worked out well in some areas but left a lot to be desired in other areas, especially in the finishing departments where, without an
incentive plan, output fluctuated greatly.
Still another member of the group indicated that he ran into some difficulty
in setting up standards because some of the foremen had been with the company for many years and had clear ideas of their own of what constituted fair
performance. He, therefore, set up three types of standards, a green card for
the foreman's estimate, a punch card for the previous experience, and a white
card for a day work time standard. Every productive employee in the plant has
to turn in a full time sheet with the actual work performed on a specific job
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and the timekeeper has to indicate the standard hours for that work. At the
end of the month, a report is issued, by cost center, showing the total of actual
hours covered by standard and the standard hours, so that the work manager,
the production supervisor and the foreman can see the relationship between
actual and standard and the amount of work not on standard. As an item becomes sufficiently repetitive it is put on standard by the time study staff.
Some interest was also expressed in the task level at which standards for labor should be set. It was pointed out that a choice of three is possible, i.e., a
normal rate, an incentive rate and a high task rate. The chairman at this point
indicated that the purpose for which the standard was to be used might determine which standard should be chosen. He asked whether or not the member
was interested in a standard which would serve all purposes.
In reply a member volunteered his experience as follows: "We started off
as a day workshop with no standards. We switched industrial engineers in the
middle of the installation of our standard costs. The first group of industrial
engineers set a medium task. It is my belief that for control purposes you should
use a high task. A high task
give you the best evaluation of the amount of
time that you can expect your products to be produced in. However, if you are
going to incorporate an incentive system along with these labor standards, you
will have to start with a lower task first. Some workers are slower than others
and, with a high task, the first thing you know you have a group of discontended people who cannot beat the task by enough to make it worth the effort."
Another member was concerned with the effect on the foreman if the task
was set at 100 per cent and the plant achieved only the 65 per cent level. The
same member as before replied to this question also: "In our experience, standard cost and engineered standards are in no way a replacement for good supervision. However, supervisors must be educated to standards. If you can point
out to them that these standards are being used as a measuring stick, it is not
so important at the outset to obtain 100 per cent efficiency
the report as it is
to see a gradual increase in the efficiency percentage. Standards are not always
correct. The important point is that they are being used primarily as measuring
sticks."
This discussion was followed by consideration of the use of standards for
control purposes when no standard cost system is in use. In response, it was
indicated that, in an operation which is a combination process and job shop, it
has never been found practical to tie standards into the books. As a result
standards are used only for a practical target to control labor, materials and
scrap.
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Savings Realized Through Standard Costs
A member in electrical manufacturing indicated that his company had
switched from job costs to standard costs in many different types of operation
and that it was his experience that, except for the initial installation cost, you
can get more useful information by standard cost at less expense than by any
other known method. Still another discussion participant stated that, under
standard costs, the company now closes the books in five or six days instead of
the previous fourteen. Also, it now obtains more useful information through
analysis of variances and feels amply repaid for the installation expense and
the annual cost of two additional clerks.
Confirmation also came from a member in a process industry who said his
company obtains more information through standard costs and has not had to
add to its clerical staff.
Burden in Relation to Standards and Prices
One member started discussion of overhead by observing that, with the growing use of automation, burden is becoming a much greater factor in product
cost. He wanted to know whether many members had been giving fresh consideration to the burden question and in what way. Another individual used this
opportunity to bring in the relationship of costs to prices by stating that in the
appliance field cost is extremely important because it determines what you can
do in any way of product features, so that your whole merchandising program is
actually predicated on cost.
A third contributor to discussion in this area pointed out that, in the television industry, cost of individual models means very little because it is necessary to meet a set price of say $199.89, $199.00, etc. He further reasoned that,
although it was true that a company is interested in trying to get cost and selling
price in reasonable relationship to each other by individual models, burden cost,
as far as its application to any one model was concerned, seems to have very
little significance in relation to overall pricing.
The session ended on a note of humor from a member from Germany who
stated that he had set up a standard cost system with cost centers standard expenses, actuals, flexible budgets, variances and all. When the variances appeared, management complained if they were too high. However, if they broke
even they did not care. He wondered how accountants in this country satisfied
their managements. He was greeted with sympathetic laughter.
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Accounting Department Organization
Discussion Leader: HERMAN C. HEISER
Manager of Management Accounting Deportment,
Lybrand, Ross Brothers and Montgomery, Philadelphia, Penna.

the accounting department logically folIlows functions and responsibilitiesof given
to the chief accounting officer by
N ASM U CH AS T H E ORGANI ZATI ON

management, the discussion leader suggested that the meeting should start with
the scope of the controller's responsibility. Following some discussion of this,
the group turned to ways for discharging this responsibility through line and
staff organization plans. Much of the discussion centered around differences between a centralized and a decentralized organization.
Paper Work Outside the Accounting Department
The first question asked to what extent the controller had functional supervision of paper work beyond the accounting department itself. In reply, a member stated that:
"While our controller does not have full supervisory authority over all clerical employees, he is responsible for accuracy of records throu ghout the whole organization.
Thus a production clerk may report to the production supervisor, bu t he is also fu nctionally responsible to the controller."

Further discussion sharpened the distinction between line and functional supervision, and established the point that the controller's responsibility is of the
functional type outside the accounting department itself. For this purpose, functional supervision was defined as prescribing clerical methods and procedures,
particularly where these transmit information that goes into the accounting records. The trend toward fuller mechanization of clerical operations was cited
as a factor which is broadening the controller's responsibility for records.
Another member asked what steps are taken to insure that prescribed methods
and processes are followed. In reply, an internal audit program concentrating
on procedures and apart from the financial audit, was suggested.
Definition of Decentralization
The group then turned to organization of accounting as a centralized or decentralized function. It was first pointed out that decentralized accounting does
not necessarily accompany decentralized operations, for, notwithstanding the
fact that the company has manufacturing and marketing activities at numerous
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locations, all accounting may still be under centralized supervision. The distinguishing characteristic of decentralized accounting was described as an organization in which divisional controllers or other local accounting personnel report
to divisional managers rather than to the general controller.
That organization of the accounting function has numerous variations in actual application was brought out in the examples cited by members participating
in the discussion. In the course of the discussion, questions such as whether
handling of payroll and receivables should be centralized or decentralized, were
asked. Consensus of the group seemed to be expressed in the statement:
"I

don't think anybody can answer these questions 'yes' or 'no' because geographical
location of plants and management, preferences of personnel, and a lot of other things
have to be taken into consideration."
Emphasis upon the personal factor was supplied by a divisional controller who
commented as follows:

up

will

"The controller is the right hand of management and the divisional vice president and
general manager should have the services of a good accountant available for interpretation and consultation at the local level. If a divisional vice president wants us to do
accounts receivable, we
do it. But we feel quite strongly that the choice has to
be
to the individual vice president who has to answer for divisional profits."
Maintaining Quality of Accounting Services Under Decentralization
A member of the group asked how quality of accounting service to management can be maintained when, under a decentralized plan of organization, the
local accountant reports to the divisional management rather than to the controller. Answers to this question stressed the necessity for teamwork on the
part of both general controller and divisional management. In an example
cited, a divisional manager who was dissatisfied with the accounting service
he received from the local accountant, consulted the general controller. However, it was stated that in many cases the controller's division may spot such
shortcomings more quickly than the divisional manager and the controller may
then go to th,; divisional manager and suggest that the latter replace his chief
accounting assistant. The policy of another company was expressed in these
words:
"We feel it is a joint responsibility and either the division manager or the manager
of the accounting department can take issue with the performance of any other group.
However, no changes are made in our plant accounting department without the approval
of the controller."
A somewhat different aspect of the problem was raised when a member of
the group asked how the company can be protected against a divisional manager who exerts his influence to improve his showing in accounting reports to
general corporate executives. Discussion pointed to the general controller's
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authority to establish and to enforce compliance with company -wide accounting
policies as the principal check on such practices. Other controls suggested were
a centrally directed internal audit and adequate screening of managerial personnel to insure selection of men whose actions will be in keeping with the
authority they exercise.

Development of Competent Accounting Personnel
Whether the controller's position is strengthened or weakened when a company moves toward decentralization was the next topic raised. Under such
conditions, the number of employees working directly under the controller may
be drastically decreased and the controller's outlook on his own job is likely
to be affected. The consensus of the group seemed to be, that, after the controller's routine functions are transferred to divisional controllers, his interpretive functions become more important and as a result his stature in the organization is higher than it was before under centralization.
The discussion then turned to ways of developing the broad point of view
needed in men who are to exericse the controllership function, particularly
where such emphasis has been placed upon specialization in the various accounting fields. Among the suggestions offered were attention to potentialities for
development in selecting personnel, provision of opportunity to acquire a broad
view of company operations through rotation of assignments, wider participation of accounting staff members in committee work, and various types of onthe -job training programs.

Inventory Control and Valuation
Discussion Leader: MAURICE E. PELOUBET
Partner, Pogson, Peloubet & Co., New York, N. Y.

N OPENING THE MEETING,

Mr. Peloubet suggested that the method of inven-

Itory valuation used should be related to the purpose for which the valuation is made. He illustrated by comparing inventory valuation for a going concern with the valuation of inventories for a company being liquidated or sold.
He indicated little sympathy for the current suggestion that in public reports
there be a statement of the difference between the valuation of the inventory
on the conventional basis in use and the market or realizable value of the inven170
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tory. He suggested that current realized values had little significance to a going
concern and, if used, should be adjusted for any tax which might apply to the
difference between book and realizable value. He then reviewed the various
conventional methods of valuing inventories and the type of operation for
which each was best suited.
Some Points on "Lifo"
Mr. Peloubet also reported on recent developments regarding the application
of "lifo" methods on a dollar basis. He stated that a proposed ruling submitted
by the Internal Revenue Service to a group of tax authorities about a year ago
had resulted in considerable dissent and that the decision had now been made
not to issue a ruling but, instead, to cover the subject in a regulation. He expressed the opinion that a satisfactory regulation on the dollar method of applying "lifo" for tax purposes could be expected in about six months.
In response to a question on how a company using the "lifo" basis can value
its inventories month by month to avoid a large year -end adjustment and have
monthly reports of income which tie in with the annual report, the discussion
leader replied that this was a common problem with companies using "lifo"
and suggested that it could be solved by application of the base stock idea. He
pointed out that the problem arose only in months when sales exceed purchases,
i.e., when the inventory is reduced, and suggested that a reserve for repurchase
be provided to measure the difference between "lifo" and estimated purchase
cost of the quantity by which the inventory is reduced. He expressed the opinion that the application of this base stock idea would make possible a reasonable
agreement between interim and annual profit figures, provided tthe year -end
inventory equalled or exceeded the beginning of the year inventory. He agreed
that some difference would arise because of the difficulty of estimating future
purchase prices.
Mainly About Physical Inventories
Turning next to inventory control, Mr. Peloubet contrasted present day perpetual inventory practice with former practice in taking an annual inventory to
determine profit for the year. Today, the physical inventory is taken to confirm
the correctness of the book records and, for that reason, need not be delayed
until the end of the fiscal period. He also pointed out the merits of continuous
or cycle inventory taking as compared with a physical inventory all taken at one
time, and commented on the importance of using the right office equipment
in obtaining control through perpetual inventory records.
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A question was raised as to whether a company which purchases and resells
replacement parts for its equipment should include in the inventory valuation of
such parts an amount to cover the cost of purchasing, warehousing and handling.
A representative of one company reported that in his company it is the practice
to add a percentage to cost for both inventory valuation and pricing purposes.
The feeling was expressed that, generally, companies would include such an
allowance in developing costs for pricing but would not increase inventory
values accordingly.
In answer to whether public accountants approve of the practice of taking
physical inventories during the year or prior to the year end to verify the book
records in contrast to a physical inventory at or near the year end, there was general agreement on the trend away from December 31 inventories and toward
spreading the inventory taking job, as well as agreement on the acceptance
of such procedures by public accountants where the physical inventory tends to
confirm the book records. The practices of some companies were cited. These
include the practice of taking the physical inventory at the time of model
change or when the inventory is at its lowest point and the practice of taking
a physical inventory during the summer shut -down for plant vacations.
This led to a question on how large a discrepancy between the book and
physical inventory was acceptable and to the reply that it would depend largely
on the company, the nature of its materials, and past experience. It was also
pointed out that, in analyzing the difference between the book and physical
inventories, the reason for discrepancies could be determined, and steps taken
to improve the perpetual inventory practices.
One member with a company manufacturing furnaces described how, in his
company, it has been possible to obtain control of the dollar value of an inventory of furnace fittings running to some 2,000 items by accounting for each
item in terms of both standard cost and list selling price. Items entering and
leaving inventory are entered at both prices and a gross profit ratio calculated.
This ratio can be used to state sales on a standard cost basis and thus develop
the inventory in dollars throughout the year. Control of quantities for producion control purposes is by visual inspection.
Standards and Inventories, Burden Rates
In response to a question of how often standards should be changed, the
opinion was expressed that the changing of standards was not related to the
calendar but was a matter of reflecting significant changes in the product or its
costs, and that standards should be changed when the product was changed,
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material prices changed or labor rates changed. There was some discussion as to
what per cent of change would be considered significant, and the response that
rate or per cent of change was not as significant as the apparent firmness of
the change. This led to the question of whether the new standards should apply
to new production only or should be applied as well to products in inventory.
Both practices were reported. In a company in which inventory turnover is
rather rapid, it is the practice to apply the new standards to the entire inventory,
while in another company with a slower rate of turnover the new standards are
applied only to new production.
A member reported that his company had gone back to the use of a single
burden rate for the plant as a whole because, although departmental burden
rates vary all the way from 4 to 1 0 0 per cent of direct labor, a test showed that
no significant difference in cost resulted when an overall rate was applied. It
was pointed out that an exception was made in costing government contracts.
The opinion was expressed that this was not a backward step and that each
company should take a look at its burden application method to determine
whether the added clerical work of cost center or departmental rates was justified
in terms of the added significance of the cost figures provided.
The session ended with a discussion of the problems involved in controlling
the size of and investment in inventories.

Distribution Costing
Discussion Leader: FRANCIS E. SWISHER
Secretary and Controller, Dennison Manufacturing Company, Fromington, Massachusetts

T the subject of small order costing.

HE SESSION O N DISTRIBUTION COSTING

opened with a brief discussion on
From there, more extensive attention
was given to such areas as the construction of profit and loss statements by salesmen and products, methods of allocating shipping costs and consideration of
accounts receivable as an order handling cost. Final discussion was on assignment of transportation costs to divisions, etc., including the use of tabulating
equipment as a means of handling the extensive detail of distribution costing.
Small Orders

The possibility that order handling costs may eliminate the profitability of
small orders developed the initial discussion into consideration of what methods
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might be used for costing orders. One example presented divided the costs
down into two areas —the costs necessary to process an order from the time it
is received up to the point of going into the shipping department and all costs
incurred after the shipment has been made.

Profit and Loss Statements by Salesmen
In the discussion on constructing profit and loss statements by salesmen, the
problem of disposing of the volume variance from manufacturing came up.
One member suggested that you could set up a series of percentages and distribute it but "how realistic it would be is another story." The member
suggesting such percentages also pointed out that a salesman doing the greatest volume of selling would be penalized the most. However, it was commented that a more logical system for distributing this variance would entail
an extensive study of quotas and sales budgets. Another method suggested was
to obtain from some source, such as government statistics, what the total business
potential is for the areas involved and to distribute the volume variance on that
basis.
Further comments indicated that several members of the group were not in
favor of attempting to distribute the manufacturing volume variance to salesmen or territories at all. The objectives of the salesmen's profit and loss statement with them is to measure the contribution that is made to the company as
a whole and to try and avoid the "very difficult problem of allocation." After
each salesman is measured to the gross profit position only, his individual expenses can be applied to his territory. "In fact," stated one participant, "when
you are on standard, you are taking the volume variance as a period cost. Consequently, you cannot apply that on a monthly basis to the individual salesman
because he did not sell what you produced this month. You produced this
month what he sold three months ago, possibly." Another reason why volume
variance should not be distributed to salesmen was presented, "Basically the salesman might be held responsible for meeting a certain well- devised budget, but
any difference between budgeted sales and productive capacity would be an
overall management responsibility rather than one associated with any particular
salesman."

Allocation of Salesmen's Expenses
It was commented that the allocation of the salesmen's expenses can be
either by effort, the time devoted to a given product, or by results — volume of
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sales. In illustrating one practice of allocating by results, it was mentioned that
one company takes a particular month during the year and makes a study of the
sales of that month. From the percentage contructed from that study, it allocates selling expenses to products for a period of time. The advantage of having percentages was stated to be that you can apply them to expenses quickly
and get profit figures early in the month. The drawback would come if the
percentages were computed from sales in a nonrepresentative month and distorted profit figures were constructed as a result. A possible alternative suggested was the use of current month's sales but to do so, it was believed, mechanized equipment should be available or the process would be too slow.
Another question in the same area involved the allocation of salesmen's expenses for the purpose of return on investment computation. Only the method
of allocation which uses effort of the salemen as a base was discussed and two
different approaches to the computation were mentioned, i.e., salesmen's reports,
call tickets or analysis sheets and an estimate established by the sales manager
based on his experience and plan of operation.
Selling expenses as a whole are allocated by one company represented in discussion, based on the annual sales forecast. This is adjusted quarterly for unusual factors. This method gives products which have seasonal variations, advertising and selling charges on the basis of the seasonal cycle.

Shipping Costs
What to use as an allocation base for shipping costs when charging a territory
or product was next discussed. As is often the case, there is no uniformity between the size, weight or volume of certain products and the cost to pack and
ship them in different quantities or sizes. It was stated that, where the container
is a standard predetermined package, such cost can be charged directly to the
product but, when the shipment contains the exceptional packing unit, the cost
can be charged to supply expenses and can be allocated on an arbitrary basis to
the products.
One company, after an intensive study of its shipping container costs, came
up with a cubic inch cost which "bears remarkable correlation in the studies
to the cost of the materials." It was contended that, although container costs,
which could be allocated on the basis of weight, would involve the greater costs
where large quantities were involved, the smaller containers seem to have a certain minimum cost. It was suggested that small shipments should receive a fixed
minimum charge even though the weight factor is used in allocation.
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Special Studies versus Accounting Procedure
One member of the group asked for some indication as to how many present
at the meeting did costing in the field of distribution (by unit) as part of their
regular accounting system and how many only occasionally as special analysis or
study. Approximately one -third of those present indicated that they do allocacation of these distribution costs by product or territories regularly while half
of those present did so with at least order handling costs.
Accounts Receivable as an Order Handling Cost
Where a company has a breakdown between selling and production, and
research engineering and development and administration, accounts receivable
are definitely related to sales, stated one member of the group. This thought
was offered in opposition to a practice which includes such costs in administration. It was contended that the fact that the accounts receivables are in with
the accounting group administratively, because of the audit function, does not
preclude the related cost from being part of the distribution costs. Allocation of
the cost of sales - connected activities of the tabulating department then came up.
Although, in most companies, the tabulating department is under the accounting department which keeps such records as accounts receivable, sales statistics
and distribution cost analysis, it was held that this portion of its operation should
be considered as a true distribution cost.
Another member felt that this thought should be carried on to include the
billing and credit operations, suggesting that by doing so you can more properly
allocate such costs to products or divisions than by handling them as administrative costs. Where accounts receivable and accounts payable are located in
one section, it was suggested that the costs be handled on a per order basis and
charged directly to the product in that way.
Transportation Costs
The next question raised asked whether transportation costs were identified
by product on an invoice basis or by arbitrary allocation. The first answer illustrated a practice of identifying transportation costs by the invoice number. This
reference, through use of tabulating equipment, can be used to distribute trans poration costs to product, salesman or other segments desired.
Where the problem of costing materials going to the warehouse came up, it
was disclosed that one company creates a warehouse expense account as an overhead item for production. This is because production scheduling caused the
necessity for warehousing. Another concern sets up an inventory account by
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product and charges freight between plant and warehouse to each of these
accounts. The last comment on the subject and for the session was that this
company, because of the multiplicity of products, is forced to charge outgoing
transportation charges to product on a dollar value of sales basis.

Fixed Asset Accounting
Discussion Leader: WILLIAM Y. ARMSTRONG
Vice - President, American Appraisal Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

accounting began on, and several
T times returned to, one onaspectfixedor asset
another of depreciation, with attention
H E DISCUSSION GROUP

largely but not wholly upon related provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
as it now stands. However, the greatest amount of time was spent in discussing
the second topic touched, that of establishing the distribution between items to
capitalize and items to expense, in the light of practical as well as theoretical
considerations. Here, too, the tax matters were at least touched upon. Discussion
proceeded to the form of property records (briefly), the control of property
items through inventory or otherwise, comments on the current applicability of
'Bulletin P of the Internal Revenue Service as a source for depreciation rates,
and the cost or other basis of fixed asset transfers. There was further general discussion on depreciation and a reference to property figures for insurance purposes, which led to a few comments on the relevance of value to fixed asset
accounting.
Faster Depreciation
It was asked, when the question of depreciation for tax purposes was raised
for a starter, what proportion of companies represented in discussion, were using
higher early year depreciation in one of the forms permitted by the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954. A show of hands indicated that more than half were
so doing. As to instances, the first individual to comment stated that his company was using the sum -of -the- digits method for computing the deduction for
depreciation for tax purposes but remained on the straight line basis for financial
and cost accounting and for internal reporting. A similar report was made
of use of the declining balance method by an oil company. There was some
discussion as to whether or not top management was inclined to exert pressure,
for use of now - permitted methods resulting in heavier changes in early years.
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It was indicated that there is general doubt as to advantages to be obtained,
largely because of uncertainty about future tax rates. This doubt seems to have
been reflected in one instance in which it appeared that the major portion of a
new plant (presumably built to perform defense contracts) might be eligible
for a five -year write off.
A member of the group commented that the increase of maintenance cost,
normal to the later years of an item of fixed assets, makes heavier depreciation
charges in preceding years a reasonable procedure. The discussion leader added
that the permission contained in the code to change to straight -line depreciation
toward the end of the life of an asset also rendered such methods of depreciation as sum -of- the - digits and declining - balance less hazardous to embark upon.
One comment was that the Internal Revenue Code provisions under discussion
are of more use to operations in real estate, where property is less often held
for its full life, than to industrial operations.
At this point the discussion leader commented on the increased importance
of fixed assets in total assets, as a continuing trend.
What to Capitalize and What to Expense?
The ever - present practical question of establishing a rule or policy related to
capitalization of outlays or projects occupied the center of discussion for an
extended period. A $100 item minimum for capitalization was reported —with
the question of how to treat "$100,000 worth of $25 items" —and was followed
by a suggestion that service life of the item acquired is a more useful basis than
a dollar amount. This was confirmed by the representative of an electrical manufacturing company who mentioned a survey of a plant in which low -cost assets
might have a long life, needing only occasional parts replacements, and high cost assets might have shorter lives. Several other comments of like character
were made. One individual reported an account entitled "capital assets less
than $500." A representative of another company reported that capitalization
was a matter of annual decision.
The discussion moved into several areas of difficulty with respect to capitalization policy. One was disproportionate record - keeping for small items as contrasted with large. Another was lack of consistency among company units. Still
another was the limiting factor of record - keeping help available. A further
one was the need of property records for insurance purposes. The difficulty in
intelligently applying a capitalization limitation was noted. The temptation to
vary capitalization policy to affect taxable income was also mentioned. As to
exemplification of these considerations, a portion of the discussion centered
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on the instance of motors of various horsepower as component parts in varying
number on a wide variety of machines. Transfers of items for repair and among
departments —and whether or not to record them were given consideration here.
Type and Verification of Property Records
Inquiry was made into the extent of property accounts and detailed records.
Punched cards for such detail were found to be popular, with depreciation often
computed on them. It was asked how depreciation was computed when a single
card from group -basis items was pulled for retirement. It was pointed out
that, in this case, profit or loss could not result for tax purposes on individual
items but might for permanent accounting. One individual reported computing depreciation in these cases at one -half the group rate for years of acquisition
and disposal and full rate for other years.
The difficult task of making sure that the book records of fixed assets reconcile with those on hand was tackled next, with repeated comment on differences
likely to be disclosed on verification. One speaker described a procedure involving sending fifteen manufacturing branches each a "year book of all the
equipment it is supposed to have on hand at that time." The list shows name
and serial number of the equipment, year of acquisition, cost, depreciation rate
and accumulation, and other data. He stated, "The branches take
two or
three months before they get around to sending back a verification,...
but usually
by the end of March we have received replies from all branches telling us
what equipment is missing or if there is anything wrong."
On the other hand, a company with a large number of supermarkets and six
warehouses was described as maintaining only selective control of categories of
equipment. There was some indication of more detailed control if advanced
accounting equipment could be applied to the problem. (In later discussion,
one member of the group asked how, upon completion of an inventory now
being made and put on tabulating cards, shortages should be regarded. It was
answered that they should be expected because of unrecorded retirements and
capitalization policy changes.) An instance of unbalanced physical records
was given by the discussion leader in citing a case in which a cafeteria hatrack
and a $254,000 plant item were given equal attention on a list presumed to
reconcile property to the books.
Sundry Items
Following this, there were brief discussions of the diverse topics of Bulletin
F of the Internal Revenue Service, prescribing basic service lines of property,
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and of the cost used in transferring property items between departments or plants.
The former was indicated to be still authoritative with the Service but rather
flexibly applied. The latter topic was discussed partly in terms of short cut
methods for determining amounts to be transferred.
Group Depreciation and Equipment Frequently Sold
There was also interchange of reflections on the practicability of introducing
property groups for depreciating at a composite rate, to avoid detail in records.
A high turnover on items of equipment was considered, in fact, to be a bar
because of profit and loss determining calculations, i.e., "We have to go back
and compute a recovered ratio every time we sell one of those things." An
instance of coolers (vending machines, etc., purchased by the lessee) was given.
A Reference to Value Considerations
After brief reference to insurance problems raised by fixed assets, and requiring serviceable records specially as to value —the discussion leader drew attention to the value consideration as applicable elsewhere in fixed asset accounting. One discussion participant said his company uses relative replacement
value as a departmental distribution base for depreciation. Another, connected
with a public utility, described a replacement value depreciation cost base for
rate - making purposes. A few other members of the group indicated like uses
of current value of property.

Payroll Procedures
Discussion Leader: HARRY N. KAMPH
President, Harry N. Komph Associates, Los Angeles, California

considering payroll procedures devoted its time quite
T largely to difficult processing
problems, especially those related to making
H E DISCUSSION GROUP

the various categories of deductions. It was established by the discussion leader,
in an early part of the discussion period, that there was substantial representation
among those present of companies handling their payrolls by manual accounting
machine and electronic equipment methods respectively. After hearing experiences related to scheduling of deductions for particular payroll periods
when they prove too numerous for convenient application of all of them each
pay day, the group moved on to the subject of control and improved transmission
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of original payroll data from plants. There was special consideration of control
of such information under incentive plans. Some attention was then given to
prompt issue of labor distribution reports in public utilities and in an industrial
company. Following this, the discussion returned to processing of payroll deductions (included with earlier comments in the paragraphs which follow)
with consideration of the practicability of combining them. Determining
amounts of non- taxable sick pay under newer provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, was one of the closing topics, followed by brief diversion to the topic
of operation of indirect labor incentives and by discussion of timing of a
change to advanced electronic equipment.
Payroll Procedures as an Extensive Field

As a preliminary, the discussion leader sketched in some of the ramifications
of payroll accounting, to which the comments of those present might extend.
He suggested that payroll procedures start with timekeeping and extend to
"labor control reports and analyses." He pointed out that procedural necessities of federal and state social security and unemployment insurance regulations
have occasioned an increase of volume in payroll record - keeping, as have also
income tax withholding requirements of the federal and some state and even
city governments. In the same light, the minimum wage provisions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act and the Walsh- Hanley Act were referred to. To these,
Mr. Kamph indicated, have been added industry's ever progressively increasing
requirements for information, including data needed for fringe benefits granted
to employees and carrying on to more advanced areas of labor control and administration, resulting in incentive plans, labor performance measurement, and
overall and departmental cost reporting. He included, also, as an area largely
eligible for discussion, the organization and organizational place of the payroll
personnel or department.
Combining or Staggering Payroll Deductions
The group selected for first discussion the problem of combining payroll
deductions where the mechanical equipment in use can accumulate only a limited number of them, particularly the combination of federal social security
and income withholding tax deductions. Seven members of the group responded
to a request for show of hands indicating this practice.
Another device to solve the problem was presented by a member of the
group who reported staggering deductions from weekly payrolls, rather than
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combining them, i.e., applying specific categories of deductions at greater than
weekly intervals to make way for application of other deductions in the intervening weeks. Success with this was reported by another in the group, with
a description of how employees had become used to receiving checks in slightly
differing amounts each week, depending on the deductions applied. Successful
applications of staggering deductions were reported by two other companies.
In one instance, the successful attempt was a second try following a failure
due to an inadequate "selling" job. The other instance, related to a salary
payroll, in which "less time on the machine and shorter tie -ups" resulted from
staggering deductions.
The payroll supervisor of a concern with 3,000 employees reported, on the
other hand, that staggering deductions had not been necessary, even though
"we have just about as many deductions as anyone can get — including community chest, social security, meals, personal loans, bond purchases, withholding
tax, insurance, and hospitalization," through use of punched cards, with a
"coding system in the sundry column."
One discussion participant described a method of grouping miscellaneous
payroll deductions into a single "fixed deduction," the detail of which is supplied to employees in another form. The result is only three deductions (to
include income tax withholding and social security separately), instead of eight
each payroll. This drew a suggestion that the tax deductions be combined, so
that there would be only two deductions in all. There followed some discussion
of whether or not to effect such combination generally. Returning to the example of the use of a fixed deduction for miscellaneous ones, it was asked how
this was handled for the general ledger. The reply indicated a single fixed deduction account cleared to separate categories each month. It was further inquired whether union dues could be so handled but, as the shop in the example
was nonunion, no information developed.
Cheaper and Faster Processing of Payroll Data
On a call for experiences of companies leading to cost reduction in procedures
related to payrolls, one member of the group cited elimination of one of two
calculations required by the Bedaux incentive system. The discussion leader then
asked the group how much more it was thought to cost to keep payrolls under
wage incentive plans than under straight day -rate systems. (By a show of hands,
it was indicated that there were fifteen or twenty per cent whose companies
operated wage incentives.) The question did not evoke direct response but led to
discussion of ways to record underlying data more economically.
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In this connection, omission of clock cards for the start and finish of incentive
jobs was considered, with only production figures considered necessary if a
standard had been set for the job. It was pointed out that clocking on and off
a job would be needed if guaranteed base pay for time worked were calculated
on a per job, rather than a per day, basis. It was interposed also that time record
might be needed to judge of the propriety of the incentive standard.
A representative of a ship - building company described two kinds of incentives in force in his company, one based on production counts (number of
rivets driven, number of feet welded, etc.) and another based on hours for a
job (ship outfitting work), for which time must be kept.
The discussion then entered the area of facilitation of communication of
original payroll data. It was reported that a multiplant company had installed
a system of transmitting payroll information by punched tape from a Rhode
Island unit to Pennsylvania, a process at present involving transfer of data from
time cards to tapes but ultimately envisioned as entries directly on "taped cards."
The individual contributing this instance spoke of overall objectives as directed
towards "peripheral control of accounting, less and less centralized, so that outlying areas will actuate our machine assembly, rather than the reverse." Teletype
transmission of payroll data from a location in North Carolina to Washington,
D. C. was also reported.
Prompt Reporting of Labor Distribution and Incentive Performance
The large -scale problem of working up the payroll charges represented by the
payroll of a public utility was propounded, with the statement that it requires
five days to supply the cost department with the information and five more days
to get out the report. The distribution is based on daily time reports by individuals or groups and, in some cases, weekly reports by individuals. Tabulating
equipment is used. It was also stated that time reports are processed as they
come in during the month. Average pay rates by department are availed of in
making the distribution. Mark sensing of the information was suggested. Further
discussion developed opinion that acceleration of results, beyond those being
obtained, should be possible if the procedure were examined in detail.
An instance from an industrial company was given, the substance of which
was daily extension of earned bonus for comparison with actual pay, with reports
of variance in each machine center by shift and by operator available within
twenty-four hours. The plant employs one thousand workers. The mechanical
equipment in use is an accounting machine, not tabulating equipment.
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Accumulating Payroll Amounts Not Taxable to Individuals
The privilege now accorded individuals to exclude from taxable income, pay
for time of sickness or recovery from an accident came in for attention as one
of the closing topics for discussion. The privilege is granted in the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954. A paymaster for a municipality employing a large
number of people stated that determination of these non - taxable amounts poses
an extensive problem, at least if each such items must be computed individually,
as seems necessary. It was suggested that it may be possible to omit this segregation for routine reporting of compensation paid employees and instead, to
issue the employee a letter on firm letterhead, signifying the amount of excludible income. (It was questioned whether this would be acceptable to the Internal
Revenue Service.) A representative of a small company stated he felt the personnel department was the proper place for nontaxable income paid to individuals to be recorded, partly because supporting records are normally lodged
there. It was reported by another discussion participant that two companies
within his knowledge pay nontaxable income as a separate payroll. Another
participant, noting that reporting of these amounts is not now compulsory but
will become so, passed on a similar suggestion that they be paid out of a special
fund.
When Do You Leave Manual Payroll for Mechanized Methods?
A suggestion that one topic untreated was the point at which a change from
manual payroll is desirable, brought the attention of the group to this area for
the closing minutes. One member voiced the opinion that no company is too
small for application of accounting machines or electronic equipment to payroll
and cited a division with 200 employees in which use of a key -punch and sorter
permitted reduction of a payroll personnel from three to one. This was generalized into an approach characterized by use of auxiliary equipment. Another
participant stated that the motivation for equipment application in his company
had been the necessity for accumulating payroll tax deductions.
In the course of this discussion, the representative of one company offered
the limit of 150 payrollees as marking the tax volume for which a manual
method of payroll preparation would be cheaper. He then suggested that bookkeeping machines would do "up to somewhere around 500 to 600" and that,
for higher payroll volumes, "it must be punched cards." It was added that there
could well be equipment applications for lower payroll volumes when a company
had acquired machines for other uses.
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